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McKinley's, Dining Halls Are Renovated
Dining
Improvements
Implemented

Grille,
Activites
Room Merged

by Todd Larson
Assistant News Editor
"We've got an image problem to overcome, and this is
how we're trying to address it,"
states Loren Shepard, Allegheny's new Food Service Director.
Shepard, with the backing
of Morrison's Custom Management, is spearheading the "No
Quality Without Consistency"
campaign, an effort by Morrison's which has resulted in numerous changes and improvements in Allegheny's three dining halls.
Newly-decorated facilities,
made-to-order breakfasts, and a
host of other novelties including
soft-serve frozen yogurt machines and home-made bread bars
have been warmly received by
Allegheny's dining-hall population.
Other "aesthetic" additions,
including bud vases and fresh
flowers on the tables, potted
greenery and colored canopies
have been added, according to
Shepard, "to create a better ambience."
Although student response
to the changes "by and large has
been positive," Shepard claims
the biggest question students
have is "Are you going to be
able to keep it up?"
According to Shepard, students feel Morrison's will "let
down" when the new food-ser-

by Jonathan Watson
Staff Writer

Students dine in the newly decorated Skylight Dining Hall. Photo by Paul Glock
that Morrison's retaining or losing the Allegheny food service
contract will have "no bearing
on whether we're going to let
down."
"I'll go on record and
promise you this.." adds Shem
ard, "..that as long as I'm the
director here for Morrison's at
Allegheny College, even if we
do not get the award, I will
commit to the same level of
quality and consistency and service all the way to the last day
of the contract."
When asked about the possibility of a price increase for
student diners, Shepard stated,
"That's a very fair question...I'm
really honestly not sure...I don't

vice contract is awarded in early
March. Morrison's is currently
vying with five other food ser- believe it's going to affect the
vice corporations for the new individual student in a n y
significant degree."
Allegheny dining hall contract.
He also added: "If we can
Shepard claims, however,

do it now [at this price] we can
do it later."
According to Sean Ward, a
student manager at Skylight
dining hall and a member of the
Food Service Selection Committee, the committee is very
impressed by the changes
Morrison's has implemented,
but he also added that there are
"no favorites" among the six
submitted proposals at this
time.
The committee is still
studying those six proposals,
and hopes to narrow the list
down to two or three by the be-

"everyone is positive...it makes
it nicer to work there."
He also stressed the importance of communication between
students and the dining hall
management: "If you tell them
what you want, you'll get it."
In the same vein, S hepard
termed student-managerial contact "a big one as far as I'm
concerned."
Shepard also invited all
students to a "Get-to-know-you"
reception, which will be held at
Brooks Lounge on January 26.
The reception will give students,
faculty, and administration a
chance to meet Morrison's management team, and to discuss the

ginning of February. It will
then research those two or three
in-depth, and award the contract future of Allegheny's dining
around the beginning of March. halls.
Ward said Morrison's has
"We want to be sure the
assembled a "good staff with students to know that they're
good managers," and he added invited," stated Shepard.

Stewart Named Director Of Off-Campus And Special Programs
by Mark Ostrowski
News Editor
Dean of Students Richard
Stewart has taken a two year
leave from the admissions office
to assume the role of Dean of
Off-Campus and Special Programs.
"We need somebody with
experience" in the office, "a senior administrator," explained
Allegheny President Daniel
S ullivan.
The fact that Stewart's postion in the office of Off-Campus
and Special Programs is transitional and temporary will not
keep him from making additions
and expansions in various programs associated with his new
office.
Stewart said he would like
to give the students at Alleghe-

ny a "wider global perspective."
Part of achieving this goal will
include expanding an already existing exchange program between Allegheny and Sheffield
University in England.
Stewart also said he would

Stewart will be responsible
for establishing connections and
,continuing them between Allegheny and each of these institutions.
Former Associate Dean of
Admissions
Gayle Pollock will
like to see the study abroad programs at Allegheny in general be taking over Stewart's reexpand to encourage members of sposibilities in the admissions
the sophomore, junior, and se- office as Director of Admisnior classes, not just the junior sions.
class to participate.
Pollock said, that, although
Stewart
will not directly influOther responsibilities
Stewart will have include devel- ence admissions, he will,
oping and expanding summer through his new position, make
programs, both for Allegheny's
students and for area high school
students.
Of particular interest, according to Sullivan, will be Allegheny's relationship with the
Chautauqua Institution, the
Great Lakes Colleges Association and the Institute for European Studies.

Allegheny an "even more interesting place than it is already
becoming."

Sullivan, Stewart and Pollock all agree that the admissions program is strong at Allegheny and that Stewart's temporary absence from the admissions office will not hurt
admissions.

Each feels that Stewart's
new position will strengthen
Allegheny as a whole which
will in turn strengthen individual aspects of the school such as
admissions.

Three years of planning and
$150,000 later, the Grille and
the Activities Room have united
as McKinley's Presidential Pub.
According to Campus
Center Director Deb Baker, the
Campus Center Cabinet manages the programming aspect of
the complex, while the food and
programming services are run
separately.
John Cocolin, the manager
of the Grille section of McKinley's, said the renovations enhanced the area. "I believe that
the place is more inviting than
in the past. Comments have
been very good."
According to Cocolin, if
business picks up measurably,
there are plans to expand the
food preparation and service areas of the facility.
The renovations were made

to give the area a new atmosphere where students and faculty could interact, said Baker.
She said the last few years
the Campus Center Cabinet has
been committed to programming
every Friday night and felt that
they needed an area that w as
more conducive to both the au-

diences and performers.
In addition, Baker said, for
years students had complained
about the lack of a space where
they could get together to study
and socialize.
This sort of club atmosphere is more socially conducive, she said.
McKinley's will continue to
operate on Friday nights and the
Saturday Night Life program
will use the facility.
For this week's grand opening McKinley's will feature
three comedians and the dance
band Jady Kurrent. Other acts
over the term will include the
acappella group Jabberwocks and
Australian singer Seona McDowell.
The facility will also be
used for speakers and possibly
movies during the weekdays.

Stewart will be helping to
evolve his new position to the
point when a permanent director For student response to changes
or dean can be hired with a defi- in McKinley's and the dining
halls, please see The CAMPUS
nite job description in mind.
Asks on page 3.
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Soviets To Remain in
Afghanistan
Past Projected
A top Soviet diplomat
warned today that there is,
"serious danger" that his country
will not meet the Feb. 15 deadline for withdrawing its last
troops from Afghanistan.
The warning, the most explicit the Soviets have given in
their war of nerves with the
Afghan opposition, was described by Western diplomats as
a threat aimed at prodding guerrilla holdouts into a political
settlement.
The Soviet remarks were,
made by Yuli M. Vorontsov, a
First Deputy Foreign Minister
and Ambassador to Afghanistan,
who appeared unannounced today
at a Foreign Ministry news
briefing after a hectic round of
shuttle diplomacy he had conducted in the region.
Asked whether Moscow
plans to complete the withdrawal of its remaining 50,000
troops in the next five weeks, as
required by the Geneva agreement signed last April,
Vorontsov said that would depend on the Afghan guerrillas'
willingness to accept a cease-fire
and on the outcome of negotiations on forming a new Kabul
government.
"It's still early to talk about
a schedule for the withdrawal,"
he said.
Pressed on the point, he
added: "There is a serious danger
that things may develop in such

Castro Slams Soviets

For the last six months,
Fidel Castro has been kicking
up a storm of protest about
changes taking place in the Soviet Union, his closest ally and
a way that the Soviet Union Soviet leader, may fear that a the source of enormous
might not be able, within the quick collapse of the Soviet- economic support that has been
nearest future, to do what we supported regime in Kabul could crucial to Cuba's survival.
have in principle decided to do."
damage his standing here.
A few days before Mikhail
S.
Gorbachev,
the Soviet leader,
"What
heat
Gorbachev
may
Western diplomats and offiwas
to
have
visited
Cuba last
be
feeling
internally
is
one
big
cials, including at the State Demonth,
Castro
set
the
stage, not
unknown,"
the
diplomat
said.
partment, said they still expected
with
a
warm
greeting,
but with
"but
I
think
the
Soviets
still
the Soviets to meet the Feb. 15
his
sharpest
rejection
yet
of Soplan
to
be
out
by
Feb.
15,
and
deadline. The diplomats said
viet
policies.
what
we're
seeing
now
is
intelligence reports from Kabul
Some of Cuba's mistakes
show Soviet forces continuing posturing."
with
its troubled economy,
Vorontsov
acknowledged
to prepare for withdrawal. The
Castro
said, resulted from
latest such report, from New that his Government is pressing "imitating
the experiences of
for
creation
of
a
national
Afghan
Delhi, said today that the Rusother countries," which were
council
that
would
represent
all
sians had closed their military
"now saying those experiences
hospital in Kabul and evacuated factions, including the Afghan are no good."
Communists, in deciding the
sick or wounded troops.
"We don't want to have
makeup of a new leadership.
In November, the Soviets
On Monday, however, people telling us 10 or 20 years
suspended the withdrawal, and Sibghatullah Mojadidi, a from now that some of the
since then officials have been spokesman for an alliance of things they're doing now are no
coy about their intentions--even seven guerrilla groups, rejected good either," he added.
The Soviet Union has had
as the diplomats in New Delhi Mr. Vorontsov's offer of a ceaselittle
response publicly. But in
and Washington predicted the fire and continued negotiations
an
unusual
interview here, a
resumption of the Soviet pull- in Moscow.
Russian with long experience in
out on a large scale. The RusBig road convoys moved
sians have stressed their com- north from the city on Jan. 4 Cuba provided some insights
mitment to agreement, but and Jan 8 along the Salang road into the Soviet Union's strategy
hinted that the prospects for toward the Soviet Union, the for dealing with its often difficult Caribbean ally.
withdrawal are complicated by diplomats said.
With the Soviet Union
the rebel holdouts and the conspending
$5 billion a year to
ne
moves
are
regarded
as
tinuing flow of military aid
keep
the
inefficient
Cuban
evidence
that
Soviet
forces
are
from the United States and Pakeconomy
going
when
Gorbachev
preparing
to
leave
Afghanistan.
istan.
But the diplomats noted there wants to channel more money
A Western diplomat here were persistent reports in Kabul into domestic development, the
said there had been hints of that large-scale troop and equip- Soviets are clearly irritated by
division within the Kremlin ment movements would not take Castro's criticism and rejection.
leadership on how to play the place before Jan. 15, so as not But for the moment they do not
end game in Afghanistan, and to undermine negotiating efforts plan to cut back on aid to Castro
that Mikhail S. Gorbachev, the by Vorontsov.
or to insist that he drop his adherence to traditional Communist dogma and follow Gorbachev's lead in decentralizing
and experimenting with capitalism.
"We don't think it is approA proposed resolution on the downings as a violation of
priate
to force them to make
the downing of two Libyan jet the United Nations Charter and
changes,"
said the Russian, who
fighters by United States planes of international conduct. The
indicated
he
was expressing the
over the Mediterranean last week latest resolution called on the
Soviet
point
of view but asked
was softened further today as the United States to suspend miliSecurity Council debate on the tary activity off the Libyan that he not be further identified.
confrontation continued.
coast. Previous drafts had called
Diplomats said the third and for an end to the maneuvers al- lowing the usual procedure of
being sponsored by a member
latest version of a resolution together.
being drafted by nonaligned
A vote on the resolution nation. That issue remained
members of the council in con- had been expected today but was unresolved as the Council adsultation with Libya was being' delayed when the Palestinian, journed. A vote on a Libyan
watered down to isolate the observer mission asked to take resolution is expected WednesUnited States and Britain, which part in the debate without fol- day.
have made it clear that they will
veto any resolution that strongly
criticizes Washington.
Israeli troops killed eight ed reports from Lebanon as sayThe initial draft condemned
the United States for downing guerrillas over the weekend ing the insurgents apparently
the Libyan planes off Libya last north of the buffer strip in belonged to the Party of God, a
Wednesday. The next draft southern Lebanon that Israel militant Shiite Muslim group.
The clash, the first reported
strongly deplored the American calls its security zone, the army
battle
between Israeli soldiers
action, but today the word said today.
and
guerillas
in southern
"strongly" was removed.
The clash took place on
Also removed was a Saturday night west of the vil- Lebanon this year, followed at
description was a description of lage of Aaramta, 11 miles north least three attempts by guerrillas
to infiltrate Israel late last
of the Israeli border, the army
month.
said Officials gave no explanaIsraeli troops killed six
William J. Mason, both of tion for the delay in the an- guerrillas from militant PalesMuscle Shoals, Ala., pleaded nouncement.
tinian groups in two aborted inguilty to the misdemeanor
filtrations on Dec. 26 and 28.
The military command said
charges.
Three other guerrillas drowned
an Israeli force encountered a
White and Mason could squad of Lebanese guerrillas and on Dec. 26 on their way to Iseach be sentenced to a year in opened fire, killing eight. There rael in a boat.
prison and a $1,000 fine. RicThe operation Saturday was
cio and Steele could be sentenced were no Israeli casualties, the one of Israel's occasional incurto an additional five years in military command said
sions north of the security zone,
prison and a $5,000 fine on the
No further details were made a 6-to-10 mile buffer strip north
felony charge. No sentencing public, but the army radio quot- of the border.
date was set.

KKK
U.N. Debates
Members Lybian Resolution
Plead
Guilty

Four members of the Ku
Klux Klan pleaded guilty Monday just before their trial was
scheduled to begin on Federal
charges of conspiring to attack
civil rights marchers in Decatur,
ALa., in May 1979.
The pleas entered in Federal
District Court in Birmingham,
plus another guilty plea entered
Thursday in the same case,
complete prosecution of 10 Klan
members charged with conspiracy to break up the march. All
have either been found guilty or
have pleaded guilty.
"Justice is slow coming at
times, but the spirit of nonviolence embraces the belief that
justice will prevail," said the
Rev. Randel Osburn,
administrator of the national office of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, who was
one of the marchers attacked in
1979.
William D. Riccio and Ray
W. Steele, both of Birmingham,
pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor
charge of conspiring to attack
the marchers and to a felony
charge of conspiracy to obstruct
the Federal investigation of the
attack. Lenwood L. White and

Israelis Kill Eight

He added, however, that to
continue receiving a steady flow
of aid, Cuba would have to adapt
its centralized system to deal directly with the Soviet Union's
newly independent individual
factories and agencies.
In another significant
development, the Russian said
the Soviet Union believed that
Cuba had reached its maximum
capacity to provide sugar and
nickel, which are bought at
subsidized prices. To bolster
Cuba's exports, he said, the Soviets are studying the development of factories here that would
produce shoes and clothing from
precut Soviet materials, on
many other Caribbean islands.
For Castro, a Jesuit-trained
lawyer given to periodic crusades, the changes in the Soviet
Union threaten the foundation of
the Marxist faith that he has
embraced much of his life. He
has a "sacred patriotic mission,"
a "sacred international mission,"
he says, to defend Communism
"when it is having international
difficulties."
Thus he is committed to
centralized planning and to
strengthening rather than diminishing the authority of the
Communist Party in Cuba. He
ended a brief experiment with
capitalism two years ago when
he discovered some growers and
truckers getting rich through
sales at unregulated farmers'
markets, raising the specter of
class divisions.
That was the beginning of a
program of bolstering MarxistLeninist fundamentals called
Rectification of Errors that Castro embarked on as Gorbachev,
apparently coincidentally, began
introducing innovations in the
Soviet Union. One of Castro's
major themes has been the portrayal of work as a patriotic duty
and the denigration of bonuses
and other material incentives.
Castro is not without his
own contradictions. For the last
year or so he has been employing several capitalist tools to
promote tourism in Cuba. He
has entered into profit-sharing
arrangements with Spanish
businessmen on the operation of
some hotels and restaurants and,
in hopes of increasing income,
has authorized the hiring and
dismissal of workers in the
tourism industry in the basis of
performance, waiving his otherwise universal guarantee of job
security. People who volunteer
to work on construction brigades
are also being rewarded with new
apartments.
In hies 30 years in power,
the 63-year-old Castro has asserted a striking degree of independence, partly because of independence, partly because Cuba
has been an important element
in Soviet foreign policy. The
Soviets have financed a Cuban
military force that is one of the
most powerful in Latin America, and Pentagon officials say
that Cuba poses a threat to
United States maritime supply
lines in the event of a conventional war in Europe.
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Job M arket Booming
College Press Service
The job market for this
year's college grads is booming.
"There's no question about
it," reported Angie Aschoff of
Linn-Benton Community College's placement offices in Oregon, "the number of jobs advertised with us is up this year."
It's happening nationwide.
Two major annual surveys, released in December, of national
corporate hiring of new grads
both predicted a happy spring,
Northwestern University's
Lindquist-Endicott Report predicted an 8 percent jump in corporate demand for graduates with
bachelor's degrees. Those graduates will receive starting salaries
that are an average 4.6 percent
higher than those garnered by
the Class of '88.
Starting salaries for students
with new master's degrees
should be 3.5 percent higher
than last year's,NU' report added.
While Michigan State University's Annual Recruiting
Survey does not paint as rosy a
picture, it does predict "new
graduates will face a healthy job
market."

MSU asked 427 corporations about their hiring plans.
In response, the firms expected
to make 3.1 percent more job
offers to students this year, and
said they were especially interested in hiring more women and
minority grads.
Some students consequently
feel they're in the driver's seat.
"I'm looking for an attractive company with travel and
benefits," said University of
Maryland senior Maurice
Boissiere of his job search.
"Right now I'm looking at
company profiles. I'm interviewing them."
The companies feel it, too.
"We will be offering jobs to
people who know they are going
to be in great demand," conceded
Sally Odle, recruiting manager
for IBM. "We have to offer jobs
that are challenging and
interesting."
Deborah DeBow of Eastern
Washington University's Placement Office also found "there's
more competition (for students),
so companies are getting more
aggressive. They're buying ads
in student publications and
coming into the office to straw-

sv

The Grille gets a face lift: The McKinley's Presidential Pub.
gize more with the (placement)
director."
Observers attribute the
scramble for students to corporate concern that there won't be

The CAMPUS Asks:
by Mark Ostrowski
News Editor

I think McKinley's is a
great idea for the students. It
gives the campus center a little
more spark to it. The big screen
television and room itself looks
like a great place for entertainment.
-- Michael Kuran, '92
I think the changes are an
indication of the willingness to
improve the atmosphere of Allegheny. They were sorely

needea, and are, I hope, a
harboring of things to come.
-- Sean Clayton, '90
The changes in the dining
halls as far as food choice, atmosphere and overall are definitely better and McKinley's is
absolutely amazing. Its nice to
have somewhere classy to hold
all the different weekend activity's.
-- Becky Holler, '91
I'm really pleased with the
changes. It seems like McKinley's is attracting a bigger crowd

"What do you think about the changes in
in the dining halls and McKinley's?"

now, and the increased size
makes it a good place to study.
The dining halls look good, too,
and the food seems better, but
I've heard Morrison's is losing
the contract, so I wonder how
long this will last?
-- Keith Weimer, '90
I don't think Morrison's is
fooling anyone with all of those
trees. Its too little too late.
Sure there's variety, but who

Students named this year from Allegheny College are:
Sonia A. Esterly
Carol L. Garbarino
Dale R. Harman
Catherine L. Hayes
Kirk J. Henderson
Kristin E. Holloway
Lawrence D. Jacobs
Julie M. Kopfer
Ashok Kumar
Patricia E. Lanious
Daniel J. Maloy
David P. Martin
Carolyn M. Maxwell
Gretchen E. Meyer

job market during the next
decade than during the 1970s.
"We are doing everything
we can to prepare fo the shrinking labor market," said Trudy

continued on page 10

The 1989 edition of WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES will include the
names of 40 students from Allegheny College who have been selected
as national outstanding campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees and editors of the annual directory have included the names of these students based on their academic
achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular
activities and potential for continued success.
They join a group of students selected from more than 1,400 institutions of higher learning in all 50 states, the District of Columbia
and several foreign nations.

William E. Adams
Heather R. Aley
Patrick M. Andrea
Tamara J. Bachman
Elizabeth K. Barsom
Raymond N. Beegle
Allan D. Burns
William L. Bush
Suzanne T. Carmack
Thomas S. Chen
Roozbeh S. Dadabhoy
Daniel J. Dolcetti
Heidi L. Dunham

enough grads to hire in the future.
A recent U.S. Labor Dept.
study predicted one million fewer young people will enter the

Photo by Paul Glock

Michelle M. Molfese
Bruce C. Neimeyer
Sarah L. Orschiedt
Jennifer E. Peck
Christine A. Prodente
Todd P. Schoonover
Beth L. Snyder
Terrence E. Steyer
Anne C. Stilwell
Lisa A. Vescio
Corinne R. Wallis
Jeffrey A. Wuchenich
Scott L. Young

needs parsley sprigs. Really,
the garnishes are rather silly.
The vegetarian meals should
also be more creative; is there
no alternative to salad, noodles
and vegetable quiche? Futile,
simply futile.
-- Bernie Ksiazek, '90
I feel that the changes are
definitely an improvement. The
quality and selection of the food
is a bit better. I'm still
undecided about the "new atmosphere" though. Perhaps the
carnations are a bit much .
Overall, the change is for the
better.
-- Lisa Kohut, '90
McKinley's is hot! The
dining halls are much improved
in appearance; surprisingly
enough, the food seems to taste
better (maybe its just me).
-- Jim Swanson, '92

just a bunch-o-plants. Its nice
for atmosphere, but it's basically
superficial.
-- Scott Lovelette, '90
I think the change has been
very favorable. The food is better and the atmosphere is much
more relaxed. There could be a
few changes in the meals
though: more variety, etc.
-- Carlos Escalante, '92
The food in the dining halls
doesn't seem any different although the dining halls themselves look nicer.
-- Nicole Mason, '91
It's about time they change
them. We pay all that money,
we should finally get what we're
paying for.
-- Mary Snyder, '91

I was impressed with the
new ambience of McKinley's
I feel the changes in the and the nostalgic bent from the
dining halls makes all the 1890's (I think) has a certain
difference in the world. Not charm.
only is the food better, but it
-- Susan Renda, '90
looks more appealing too. The
new atmosphere in the dining
I think food and atmosphere
halls allows me to feel more at has improved 100%.
home and comfortable. The
-- Jason Jannot, '92
changes in McKinley's also creates a comfortable setting for the
I like the changes in the
students. Seeing these changes
makes me feel like the students' dining halls. There is more variety and the taste has been imneeds are being met.
-- Kimberly Mraz, '91 proved. But, do we really need
all the foliage?
Antonietta Wilson, '91
What bothers me is the

"Natural Appeal of Trees and
Bud Vases"- I don't find the natural appeal in paying for such
extravagances. [Call me crazy,
but.] I would much prefer improvements in the food. And
another thing- I keep turning
into the trees.
-- Deirdre A. Kosky, '91
I think McKinley's looks
great- especially all the added
room. The dining halls I don't
really see that much change in

It's a moderate improvement
so far but will it continue?
-- Daryl Creed, '92
A lot of the "atmosphere" is
unnecessary. The money could
be used in a better way than
flowers and trees.
-- Judith Walton, '91
In a word: sharp.
--James Manown, '91
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Steyer Chosen As Leader Of Month
by Liane Gelman
Staff Writer
"You have to be able to put
yourself in different situations,...to be adaptable."
Adaptability, according to
junior, Terry Steyer, is the most
important trait of a leader. It is
just this trait, held by Steyer,
which has been responsible for
his being selected leader of the
month for last November.
Steyer has been given this
award by the A-team in order to
acknowledge his various
contributions and hard work in
the Allegheny community.
In addition to his academic
responsibilities at Allegheny,
Steyer is an RA in Canisch
Hall, and is involved with
Lambda Sigma.
As a sophomore, he served
as president of the Lambda Sig-

ma Honor Society. He is now a
junior advisor to the honorary
service fraternity. Last term, he
was in charge of transportation
for the national convention.
Steyer is also president of
the college jazz band for which
he plays tenor saxophone. He
also plays tenor sax for the college wind symphony.
Steyer is also a member of
the Health Center transportation
group and is on the Curricular
concerns Committee. He is also
an SONIA for the Freshman
Seminar course entitled
"Perspectives on Leadership."
With all of his activities
and responsibilities, Steyer says
that, "every once in awhile you
feel very thin and worn"and
needs to dedicate time to himself, but that most of the time
"you deal with it, you go with
the punches."

Steyer says that as he
reaches each goal he sets another
one even higher. "You throw
the rope and hook up the mountain again and you keep climbing. That's the way I am," he
explained.
According to Carolyn
Maxwell, a member of the ATeam, Steyer was selected for
his demonstration of "effective
leadership in a variety of areas
working with students,
administration, and faculty."
She said this is an "outstanding
strength."
Steyer said that he feels
both encouraged and honored to
receive this award. "I know a
lot of other people on this campus who are very involved and
very active. It's nice to know
that people think I'm doing
something special."

Former Lambda SigmaPresident named November
Photo by stephanie Lupa
leader of the month.

McInally Adds Teaching To Work Load
by Amy Reed
Staff Writer
Assistant Dean of Students
David McInally will double his
duties for second term, as he becomes the newest member of the
English Department faculty.
McInally, who has been the
Assistant Dean of Students at
Allegheny since 1986, will pursue his first love of teaching,
while continuing to fulfill most
of his duties in the Office of the
Dean of Students.
With a Master's Degree in
English from Akron University,
McInally applied for the position in the English Department
when two sections of English
110 were added to the curriculum.

"I find teaching exhilarating," says McInally, whose
fresh young looks and
enthusiastic personality make
him apparently well- suited for
working inside the classroom.
"The students are very
sharp, and I enjoy working with
them," he added.
McInally gained his teaching experience while attending
graduate school at the University
of Akron, where he served as a
teaching assistant. He assisted in
courses equivalent to Allegheny's English 110 and 120.
These two positions prepared him for both administrative and teaching positions.
"I wanted all along to do
both," stated McInally. "The
two tasks blend well."

McInally explained that
since his current position in administration deals with life outside of his office, he gets a
"better perspective of student life
through teaching."
He also added, "Teaching is
a good complement to administration."
McInally is on what h e
terms a "half-leave" from his
current position. "Teaching English will actually make my job
easier," he stated.
The office of the Dean of
Students has hired an extra person to assist McInally this term.
At the end of the term,
McInally may continue teaching
if given the opportunity. He
stated, "I enjoy teaching and
would not want to give it up."

ASG Approves CJB Nomination

by Megan Schneider
Copy Editor
Administrator Dave McInally tries his hand at
teaching English this term in addition to performing
some of his other duties as Assistant Dean of
Studen is
Photo by Paul Glock

Nassau/Paradise Island
9

CANCUN, MEXICO '144,,
" SPRING BREAK "
FEBRUARY 24 - APRIL 1, 1989
WEEKLY DEPARTURES from $299.00
COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES :
• ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK, BOSTON, WASHINGTON,
DETROIT, CINCINNATI, COLUMBUS AND BUFFALO TO NASSAU/PARADISE
ISLAND OR CANCUN, MEXICO.
• ROUNDTRIP TRANSFERS FROM AIRPORT TO HOTEL.
• 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
* WELCOME RUM SWIZZLE AT MOST HOTELS.
* ONE HOUR RUM (NASSAU) OR TEQUILA (CANCUN) PARTY.
* THREE HOUR CRUISE WITH UNLIMITED RUM PUNCH AND ON BOARD ENTERTAINMENT,
(NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND.)
* THREE BEACH PARTIES(ONE WITH FREE LUNCH)MUSIC AND ACTIVITIES(NASSAU).
* EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE, WATERLOO AND THE DRUMBEAT
CLUB (NASSAU).
* COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAMS BY THE BAHAMAS TOURIST OFFICE.
* ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

AMERICAN TRAVEL SERVICE
I 456 GLENBROOK RD.
STAMFORD , CONN. 06906

The Allegheny Student
Government (ASG) nominated
and approved Jerry Iamurri as
the fifth student appointment
to the College Judicial Board at
its first meeting of the term
Tuesday night.
Iamurri, a senior, served as
ASG President last year.
This year's ASG President
Dan Maloy explained that the
faculty decided more members
of the College Judicial Board

were needed to vote on cases.
Instead of the usual four student members and four faculty
members, the board will now
have five students and five faculty members.
This increase in membership of the College Judicial
Board will mean a change in
the judicial part of the A S G
Constitution.
ASG also approved a three
thousand dollar allotment for
the college wind symphony,
following a report by Chad
Nesbitt for the Finance Com-

Career Plans Undecided?
Consider the Opportunities
in Nursing!
Albright College offers the undeclared and R.N. student an
accredited four-year program
leading to the B.S. in Nursing
and the many career options
associated with professional
nursing.
For information return the request below to:

1-800-231-0113
OR (203)967-3330 IN CT.

S/ON UP NOW ! !

LIMITED SPACE ! !
ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP EARN A FREE TRIP

Dr. Barbara Haus, Chairperson-Department of Nursing
P.O. Box 15234, Reading, PA 19612-5234

Please send information on Albright's Nursing Program to:
Name
Address
Telephone
College or University

Ne)

mittee. Dr. Lowell Hepler, director of the wind symphony,
requested the money to use for
the group to go on tour and to
buy additional sheet music.
After a favorable recommendation from the ASG Finance Committee, the proposal
was granted, with one abstention in the vote.
The request of the Economics Society for a charter
was approved for the first time
by ASG with two abstentions.
The Economics Society needs
one more vote of approval next
week to be chartered by ASG.
In the Cabinet reports,
Director of Student Voting,
Sue Lexer, said elections for
seniors and freshmen will be
Thursday and Friday of next
week. The dates for the
elections of sophomores and
juniors is to be announced.
Assistant Director of Student Affairs David Price
reported on the proposal presented to Dean of Students Susan Yuhasz for an escort service to downtown Meadville.
The proposed escort service
would run on Wednesday, Friday and Saturday nights to Mr.
Donut and Quality Market.
In business from last term,
the ASG Bookstore Committee
will report on changes in the
college bookstore next week.
ASG. will continue to have
a community concerns table
every other week from 12:30 to
2:00 p.m. in the Post Office.
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Bulman Awarded
Endowment Chair
by Kevin Balazs
Assistant News Editor

Holocaust, in which millions of
Jews died at the hands of the
Nazis during World War II.
Bulman described part of his
work as an English professor at
Allegheny as bringing literature
alive and making it more accessible to students.

Shakespeare scholar and
Associate Professor of English,
James Bulman, has been awarded
Allegheny College's National
Endowment Chair for the Humanities.
"I'm trying to work against
The chair is awarded to a studying literature in a vacuum,"
faculty member at Allegheny in he said.
recognition of past scholarly
Bulman also said "It is
achievement and promise for
important that students work to
future scholarly activity. The
recreate the Renaissance world of
chair may be held for up to three literature in understanding why
years.
we may perceive that world
As the American general differently."
editor of the 35-volume series,
One benefit of being award"Shakespeare in Performance,"
ed
the
chair, said Bulman, is that
Bulman is participating in a
b Ste • hank, Lu
project that he hopes will open it will allow him more time for
research and writing.
up new ways of approaching
General Editor of the Shakespeare in Performance Series and English
He said he will soon be
Shakespearean text.
Professor James Bulman recently received Allegheny College's National
teaching
only part-time, with
The project is part of an
Endowment Chair for the Humanities. The Shakespearean series
emerging performance-oriented the rest of his time spent on
concentrates on a newly emerging performance oriented criticism which
criticism that explores new finishing his book on "The
Bulman hopes will open up new ways of approaching Shakespearean texts.
methods of analyzing Shake- Merchant of Venice." Bulman
speare's work. Bulman cited jokingly mentioned his concern
historical, feminist and psycho- for his "self-discipline."
analytical approaches as current
Bulman has co-edited
methods of criticism.
"Shakespeare on Television: An
which he will be responsible for velopment and Alumni Affairs
Performance criticism, said Anthology of Essays and Reby Kevin Balazs
the minutes of board meetings. offices, the Office of the Presi- Bulman, combines all of these views," and "comedy from
Assistant News Editor
According to Pollock, this close dent and other offices on campus things, "It forces you to see how Shakespeare to Sheridan:
aesthetic concerns necessarily Change and Continuity in the
association with the board will and in Meadville.
Charles R. Pollock, director allow him access to information
emerge from a wider, cultural English and European Dramatic
Pollock described Alleghe- context--historical, social and Tradition."
of public affairs, has been named useful to his office, and to
secretary of the college,an "make sure he [President Sulli- ny's approach to public relations political."
He is the author of "The
addition to his regular duties as van] is in contact to a sufficient in the past as more casual than
Bulman said that because Heroic Idiom of Shakespearean
Allegheny's public affairs degree with our publics, internal similar institutions, especially there is no one right way to in- Tragedy."
he said, towards fund-raising.
director.
terpret literature, students and
and external."
As part of the AlleghenyPollock cites an increased performing artists should be Sheffield student and faculty
In what he likened to a
Pollock is charged with
presidential cabinet planning and implementing a need for college dollars as alerted to various methodologies exchange program, Bulman will
appointment, Pollock said the new public affairs program to necessary in Allegheny's plans used in examining works. What be teaching in Great Britain at
new office reflects his full- improve college communica- for program enhancement. The we get out of a work of litera- the University of Sheffield
functioning position i n tions within the college com- plans for enhancement include ture," said Bulman, "depends on during the winter and spring
Allegheny's administration. munity and concerns off cam- an increase in the library collec- the questions we ask it."
terms of 1990.
tions, changes in the curricuPollock said he will report pus.
Another of Bulman's tasks
A 1969 graduate of Cornell
directly to President Daniel
According to a campus lum, the refurbishing of existing included in the "Shakespeare in University, Bulman received his
Sullivan, "the chief news release, President Sullivan _campus structures and the cre- Performance" series is to create a Ph.D. from Yale University in
spokesperson of the college." sees the role of the Public ation of new ones, and an in- volume examining Shake1976, the ,same year he joined
Pollock said his new duties Affairs office at a liberal arts crease in faculty salaries.
speare's "Merchant of Venice."
the Allegheny faculty.
will require involvement with
"We pay our faculty in only
In it he will examine anticollege to be a broad,
Allegheny's Humanities
the Board of Trustees, essential- institution-wide function requir- the 25th percentile, in three to semitist interpretations of that Chair was last held by Professor
ly as a recording secretary in ing work with Admissions, De- five years we hope to raise that work before and after the of English Fredrick Frank.
to the 50th percentile," said
Pollock. He said faculty raises
are important in attracting talented professors to Allegheny,
PLEASE CALL 332-5387 OR WRITE TO
and for keeping those that are,
here.
BOX 12 FOR DETAILS
"We are in the middle of
creating one of the most
by Pat Bywater
board member of more than five dynamic programs in the counEditor-and-Chief
educational institutions.
try," said Pollock. "We're outAllegheny President Daniel thinking the competition."
Allegheny College recently Sullivan said, "Johnson has ten
Pollock described his reannounced the appointment of years of experience in savvy sponsibility as Public Relations
David Johnson and Steven trustee leadership roles." John- Director as "making sure that
Smith to the school's board of son, said Sullivan, "brings to everybody who needs informaTrustees.
our board an enlightened view of tion about Allegheny gets it."
Johnson, the first black higher education in o u r As far marketing Allegheny, he
says that demands information
member on the board and a country."
about a complex mix, one reMeadville native and a 1947
Smith is the chief executive
Allegheny graduate, is a n officer of Ryan Homes in Pitts- flecting quality of students,
instructor with the foundation burgh. He has no past ties with faculty, curriculum, physical
For Advanced Education in the the college, but was recom- facilities, and library holdings.
"There is rarely a significant
Sciences and a research chemist mended for membership by the
with the National Institutes of trustee membership committee difference between the public's
perception of an institution's
Health in Bethesda, Md.
said Sullivan.
(We're not really that scary, we're just seriquality and the real quality," said
Johnson is a past member
Pollock,
"and
as
we
become
a
ous about the Honor Code.)
Both Johnson and Smith
of the Allegheny Board o f
more
solid
institution,
people
Trustees, serving from 1972 to were recommended for member- will know that."
ship during the fall trustee
1976. He was awarded an honA 1970 graduate of Buckmeeting held Oct. 10 at Alorary Doctor of Science degree
nell University, Pollock served
legheny.
The
winter
meeting
of
by the school in 1972.
the trustees, held in Pittsburgh from 1974-75 as assistant direcJohnson has experience in Jan 27 through 29, will be the tor of public relations at Juniata
higher education trusteeship first meeting the two will attend Collep, from 1975-81 as directhrough his service as a n as newly activated trustees. tor of ,public relations at JuniaApplications are available in the
institutional board chairman for They are presently attending an ta,and from 1981-86 as director
Dean of Students Office and must
Prince George's Community on-campus orientation, held of pr 'i': :"..latiens at Ohio
College and Morgan State Uni- Wednesday and today.
Wesle, University. Pollock
be returned by Friday Jan. 20.
is a naZ.i ,/e of New Jersey.
versity. He has also served as a

Pollock Named Secretary Of Allegheny

Johnson, Smith
Appointed Trustees

NEWS NEEDS WRITERS!

YOU
should be scheduled
for an interview with

the HONOR
COMMITTEE!!

We're looking for a new
Honor Committee member
from the junior class.
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The United States recently made the decision to
open a dialogue with the Palestine Liberation
Organization. This policy change came only after
years of demanding the PLO renounce the use of
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terrorism and recognize the state of Israel. PLO
4121Peds,
leader Yassir Arafat met these demands at a December
United Nations conference in Switzerland.
In opening a dialogue with the PLO the United
States loses nothing except a little respect from Israel.
\\'
However, peace in the middle east can only be
achieved through third party intervention to get both
I
sides talking. If the terrorism continues, all we have
to do is break off the dialogue.
Ir
r
The traditional U.S. policy towards Israel must
•
also be reevaluated. The fact that Israel is our only
k
real ally in the middle east must not be our only
Avg
,
.
criteria in policy making. In order for peace to
■••0
N-v..<rx
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t >XX M Vet
flourish both sides must be willing to not only
negotiate but also compromise. We must use our
influence to nudge Israel into considering talks, once
the PLO meets certain conditions.
The first step is up to the PLO. Only if the PLO's by Rebecca Roolf
such positive points as a
Shamir as was done in the last
actions back up their words and stop their terrorist Perspectives Editor
willingness to negotiate with government.
Instead of
Palestinians (although he refused continuing his role as Foreign
attacks, should Israel justify their existence by
to consider negotiations with the Minister, Peres took the
negotiating with them. After the cessation of terFor over a month after last PLO) and the freezing of Israeli position of Finance Minister, a
rorism, the U.N. and the United States must then put November's Israeli elections, settlements in the occupied position less powerful in terms
pressure on Israel to negotiate meaningfully. If the neither of Israel's two major territories. of foreign policy, so as to best
PLO stops their terrorism and the Arab states no parties could gather enough
The United States decision aid Israel's ailing collective
from minor parties to
longer view the elimination of Israel as a goal, then support
to
recognize
and negotiate with farms.
form a coalition government.
The coalition government,
Israel has no justification to hold on to the West They
decided against forming a the PLO finally forced Israel to
born
out of the necessity of a
Bank. This area can then be formed into an inde- joint government as in the 1984 get her act together. The two
legitimate
government forced by
parties
formed
a
coalition,
pendent Palestinian state as it was originally planned election.
the U.S.'s decision regarding the
ending
the
stalemate.
The
Labor
in 1948.
Prior to the election, I had a
role in the government
The very basis of the problem in the middle east is faint hope that Shimon Peres, party's
negotiations
withone
the
shows a distinct subordination thing:
PLO,no
agrees
on at least
the conflict between Israel and the Arab states. The leader of the moderate Labor
PLO. Labor's decision t o
fighting has been almost constant since the creation of party, would beat out Yihtzak of its interest in peace in the divorce themselves from foreign
Shamir's right-wing Likud. A region. policy and therefore from the
Israel by the U.N. in 1948. The Arabs have attacked Labor
government would
Shamir is the sole Prime peace effort presents yet another
Israel in 1948, 1956, 1967, 1973; every time their facilitate
the middle eastern Minister in the new coalition; obstacle to the solution of the
aggression ended in defeat. All attacks have only peace process; Peres supported Peres will not alternate with Arab-Israeli conflict.
hardened the resolve of the Israelis to survive. The
one fact that can't be debated is the fact that the state
of Israel does exist; not even the U.N. can d o
anything to change that now.
Whatever the solution is to be in the middle east, it Read My Lips to cave in. What Rostenkowski
The problem isn't a lack of
and other Congressmen don't revenues, it's too much
will not be a quick one. The religious and political
seem to realize is that George spending. For the fiscal year of
Revisited
differences have been around for thousands of years
Bush ran a campaign of less 1987, our government spent
"Read
my
lips...no
new
and all sides must realize that they won't be solved
taxes!" George Bush made this governmental spending and no over 380 billion dollars on entiovernight. The Palestinians, and indeed all Arabs, now-famous
during further increases in tax rates. tlement programs, a staggering
must stop attacks on Israel and recognize its existence his acceptancecomment
speech at the Re- The electorate overwhelmingly 38% of the entire Federal budget
if there is to be any hope for peace. Israel must publican National Convention chose Bush and in doing so alone. The Defense Department
recognize the need for negotiations with Palestinian in New Orleans. What the opted for less government and received 247 billion dollars for
president-elect meant is quite less government spending. 1987. These two sectors alone
representatives. Only then will peace be possible.
Indeed, the voting public make up over 62% of the tril-
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Arab-Israeli Peace Loses Out
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Members of The CAMPUS Editorial Board:
Pat Bywater, Richard Earley, Kirk Henderson,
Brian Linton, Rebecca Roolf
The CAMPUS welcomes all reader response.

We reserve the right to reject all letters not meeting ow standards of integrity,
accuracy and decency and to edit pieces for space and grammar. All opinions
expressed in letters to the editor are those of the author or authors and do not
necessarily represent the viewpoint of The CAMPUS. Deadline for letters is
5:00 pm the Monday before publication. The letters must be typewritten,
double spaced, and signed, with a phone number included for verification.

Becky's Renditions of George
Bush, Mikhail Gorbachev, and
Yasser Arafat: The CAMPUS
is looking for
a few good
cartoonists
(bet you'd
never have
guessed).
Please reply to Box 12 or call 332-5387.

s To The Editor

simple, there will be no new
taxes under his administration.
Although the statement was
about as clear as one could get,
some still didn't comprehend its
meaning. (Say it once again for
the hard of hearing George, no
new taxes!) On the very night
of the landslide, Democrat
commentators were already
discussing how Bush would
have to raise taxes. Others
guessed how soon Bush change
his mind.
Nearly three weeks ago,
over a month before the inauguration, Dan Rostenkowski appeared on various television
programs telling the public that
Bush would have to raise taxes.
Rostenkowski, the powerful
Democrat Representative from
Illinois and chairman of the
House Ways and Means Cornmittee, claimed that raising
taxes would be the only way to
cope with the huge deficit.
Well, President-elect Bush
has kept his campaign promise
despite the mounting pressures

has been given the choice three lion dollar federal budget. Detimes now between Republicans fense spending and social propromising less taxes--less grams must take their share of
the burden in relieving the
government
and Democrat
candidates
defending
almostdeficit problem by undergoing
obscene tax rates as necessary large cuts.
The is
course
for Congress
to
(up to fifty percent on personal follow
simple,
follow the
income taxes) and more
government. The electorate's president's message, no new
taxes. Instead of employing the
choice was clear.
What the Congress must do tried and true method of more
is control themselves and get taxes accompanied by more
spending in line. They should spending, step forward and
stop trying to palm off the become responsible for the fiscal
responsibility for the deficit on soundness of the country by
the president and begin cutting halting and reversing the
back the largesse they hazardous trend.
themselves legislated.
Charles Jacques

Have You Been Inspired?
If you have an idea for a brilliant, just-rightfor-your-article headline, send it in along
with your letter -- we'll print it if it fits!
Send your letter to Box 12 or drop it in Room U202
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Losing The War
by Kirk Henderson
Editorial Board Member
The United States is losing
the war with the Soviet Union.
No, this is not an armed
conflict; it's not even a cold war.
This is a "warm" war that is
being fought in the media and
the emotions of the world view.
When Gorbachev was in
New York last month, he said
that wars should no longer be
fought on battle fields. He has
certainly taken his own words to
heart. He is claiming the role as
peace-maker and humanitarian of
the world.
He is making significant
unilateral cuts in his military
forces, something the
soothsayers in this country
claimed would only bring
calamity. He has managed to
make the U.S. look responsible
for their slow withdrawal from
Afghanistan. He is about to
open talks with the Chinese.

MIKHAIL'S GAttalT
The U.S., backed only by
Israel (not even Meg Thatcher
was with U.S.), stood squarely
blocking the path of Middle East
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"MERE iS gpRE
FREEDOM of PRESS,
RDLITICAL PRiSoNERS
ARE BEING RELEASED...
MAYBE SOMEDAY WE
EVEN NAVE ELEcTicN5
LIKE 1N UNITED STATE-

PERHAPS THINGS
ARE CHANGING
ITTLE Too FAST...

L

peace by denying Yassir Arafat
his right to speak at the United
Nations. The U.S. had no real
choice but to open a dialogue
with the PLO. If we are s o
adamant against dealing with
terrorists, then why do we
stoically back South Africa and
Israel in their racial civil wars of

"Even Rusky-hater
Ronald Reagan has
been taken in by his
buddy 'Gorby.' The
U.S. is falling in the
eyes of the world now
while Gorbachev is
claiming the role of
peace-maker and all
around nice guy."
oppression? (I won't even
mention the now cliched
example of trading arms for

Pakistani
Leader Lacks
Insight
On November 16, 1988,
Pakistanis witnessed the first
democratic elections after eleven
years of firm, but stable,
military rule. The results of
these elections were stunning.
After the long, monotonous
reign of the Zia era, the nation
reciprocated by electing the first
woman ever to lead a Moslem
Country, thus breaking the false
precept that Moslem values bar
a woman's freedom.
Results proved Mrs. Bhutto
to gain a land slide victory over
her opponents with a majority
of 92 seats out of the 205 in the
Parliament. Despite negative
campaigning by her opponents
she had no trouble winning the
hearts of many with the grace
and charm that runs high in the
Bhutto family.
Mrs. Bhutto's background -hay ing studied in Western
institutions all her life coupled
with her father's guidance -- has
brought mixed reactions from all
over the world. Most of Pakistan's intelligentsia regard her
with deep distrust. The Military
is extremely shaky of her
foreign policies. Pakistan's arch
rival, India, has welcomed Mrs.
Bhutto and treated her as a
glimmer of hope for future relationship. The Soviets have
breathed a sigh of relief and the
Americans are more suspicious
than ever.

Mrs. Bhutto, as it appears
to many has taken a very cautious start. She is confident of
the strong support of the masses
and has managed to manipulate
Pakistan's military into her own
framework. As an outsider
would say, she has learnt the art
of " skillful diplomacy " left by
her predecessor. What Pakistan
does not need is someone who
would bow down to any external
pressure and force the country
into abeyance.
Mrs. Bhutto's stance o n
Pakistan's nuclear policy is
pathetic and very disturbing.
Her sudden decision to sign a
peace treaty with India i s
absolutely absurd.

The strong and disciplined
military left by President Zia as
a legacy to the nation deserves
more respect then Bhutto's desire
to subject it to both Western and
Indian scrutiny. Let it be
known that once again the
nation is witnessing the
resurgence of Bhutto's father's
policies who left the country
weak and vulnerable to her
aggressors.
Pakistan's
atomic
capabilities are an asset to her
strong commitment to contain
the country's sovereignty and a
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Gorbachev has even stolen
America's trump card by
claiming human rights as a high
priority for his county's and the
world's agenda.
The high moral ground is
his.
Meanwhile, the U.S. has
shot down Libyan fighters with
much of the world believing that
we were picking the fight. We
now openly talk of destroying
their chemical weapons plant.
No matter how wise that move
may ultimately be, the world
will view it as more heavyhanded Americanism.
Also, over the past six
weeks, the U.S. introduced the
mystical, multi-billion dollar
Stealth Bomber. This weapon
has only one purpose and that is
offensive. A plane that is
invisible to radar surely wasn't
designed to fly the friendly skies
of America. It is a first-strike
weapon and, therefore, is
destabilizing.

January 12, 1989

pride for the entire Moslem
bloc.
However confident and
reassuring Mrs. Bhutto may appear, it should not be forgotten
that her main aim is not to build
a democratic nation but to eventually subject it to autocratic
rule. Her anxious preoccupation
with trying to maintain friendly
ties with India, Pakistan's
traditional enemy, has put the
country in an awkward position,
thwarted its chances to negotiate
a balanced reduction in
conventional weapons and
weakened her territorial claims.
The sudden departure of
President Zia has no doubt created a political void. Bhutto's
efforts to democratize the
country even if sincere will fail.
P a k istan is still in her
evolutionary
stages of
democracy. It is still in its
pretechnological era and has yet
to transform into a society
characterized by rational and
secular attitudes. Bhutto's lack
of anticipation and her selfish
motives are clearly indicated by
her inability to envisage
Pakistan's destiny.
Mrs. Bhutto's arrival at the
political scene in Pakistan has
brought a flavor of ambivalence

Please Note:
All Letters To The Editor must be signed and include a
phone number for verification. Letters from
organizations must include the name and title (if any)
of the person or persons to whom the letter
should be attributed.

and once again presented the
nation with a stark reminder of
the early 60's when the country
was regarded as an "American
Stooge" by one and all.
Here lies a country that was
conceived in sacrifice and
bloodshed, a country that
remains and will remain a safe
haven for the oppressed the
world over, but the colossal
naivete depicted by the
Pakistanis for electing Benazir
Bhutto proves that the country

hostages.)
Even Rusky-hater Ronald
Reagan has been taken in by his
buddy "Gorby." He put the
exporter of wars for communism
and the head of one of the most
oppressive countries on earth on
a higher plain than Danny
Ortega, the struggling leader of a
puny third world nation.
Let's hope George Bush
really wants a kinder, gentler
world and is willing to take bold
initiatives like Gorbachev has to
reach that end. The U.S. is
falling in the eyes of the world
now while Gorbachev is
claiming the role of peace-maker
and all around nice guy. If the
Soviet Union is able to take the
high horse now and make friends
around the world while their
attention is introverted, wait
until next century when they
turn back outward. If the United
States is alone then, the war
will be over before it is fought.
is in dire need of a firm political
structure that would channel it
on a democratic path laid out by
the much needed wisdom of
many and not the sudden
outburst, of false pretense as we
see today.
Pakistan will only hold on
if her people will not render
themselves helpless to the
woman of today but dwell on
the beliefs and attributes of the
man of yesterday.

Saqib Hussain

Are you interested in lively discussions
about a variety of topics?
Are you informed on current events?

The CAMPUS Editorial Board
has a space for you.
No accepting applications for an Editorial
Board member. Time commitment 4-6 hours,'
%∎ eek. Please drop your name, phone and box
numbers, reason you %%ant to be On the Board,
and a short sample of editorial „riling, off at CC
room 1 . 202. Deadline is this Saturday at noon.
Inter‘io‘s to be held Saturday afternoon.
I nderclassmen %kelcome.
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Looking Out For Number
One: The United States
Patrick Buchanan
Syndicated Columnist
Within hours
of that dogfight
in the Med, where
two F-14 Tomcats took down
two of Col. Gadhafi's MiGs,
Washington was
on the receiving
end of the customary caustic
commentary.
"If the Americans were trying to
carry out a raid on Libya then that is
unacceptable," sniffed British Labor
Party spokesman Gerald Kaufman.
"Whatever the Libyans may be doing in
terms of chemical warfare you cannot
attack another sovereign country, acting
as a kind of Lone Ranger deciding how
the world should be run."
Worried an attack on Gadhafi's
chemical weapons plant would "cause an
international uproar," President Reagan
(as of Thursday) was said to have decided
against military action. (Even Maggie
Thatcher is said to be opposed.)
Let's review the bidding here.
In construction his CW plant, Gadhafi apparently had the help of West
Germans. Now, using boosters strapped
onto his Soviet-supplied Scud B rockets, Gadhafi will be able, when his plant
is producing, to launch nerve and mustard gas attacks on Egypt, Israel, Chad,
Italy, Sudan, Tunisia and Morocco, with
all of whom he has had bloody quarrels.
Yet, Israel alone expected, none of these
nations, none of our NATO allies,
seems willing to support U.S. military
action to destroy this terrorist threat to
the Mediterranean basin.
Question. Why should U.S. pilots
risk their lives taking out a poison gas
factory, which could not have been constructed without technical assistance
from our own allies?
Other questions. While Gadhafi's
record as an Yankee-hating terrorist is
established--he has approved of acts of
terror against Americans, given sanctuary to Abu Nidal--Damascus, too, has
had a hand in bombing airliners, and
giving sanctuary to Palestinians who
specialize in air terror. Why has the
U.S. not threatened Syria? Is it because
Syria is an impressive military power,
with the capacity to strike back? Are
we hitting Gadhafi, because Libya is a
free throw?
What about Iraq? Which of our
heroic allies helped Iraq build the
chemical weapons plant that produced
the bombs which brought horrible death
to 5,000 Kurdish men, women and
children? Why does that atrocity not
merit the kind of sanctions the U.S.
imposes on South Africa, which has
never struck at American interests, never
perpetrated that kind of barbaric act
against a city of civilians?
If there is evidence Gadhafi had a
hand in the Pan Am massacre, or is
giving sanctuary to those who did, the
U.S. would be within its right to cripple his military and kill his regime.
Nor need we wait for this terrorist to

complete his gas factory and use its
weapons, before taking it out. But why
is Gadhafi our problem alone?
And why are U.S. Presidents so
deferential to European opinion?
During the years U.S. soldiers were
fighting in Vietnam, British ships were
routinely putting in at Haiphong. Was
London deferential to our opinions?
When Mr. Nixon launched his airlift to
save Isreal in the Yom Kippur war,
NATO, with the exception of Portugal,
denied us the use of allied bases which
we had helped to build.
When Mr. Reagan struck Libya in
retaliation for the bombing of the Berlin
discotheque, Paris refused us overflight
rights. Two U.S. pilots died as a consequence of having to fly to Gibraltar,
then, the length of the Mediterranean,
before launching their night attack.
The United States is forever being
admonished that we must "consult" our
allies, that we must "not act unilaterally," when our interests are threatened,
and our citizens are attacked. But consultation has become a synonym for inaction; and not acting unilaterally always seems to mean not acting at all.
Why surrender our freedom of action to
"allies," none of whom consults us before shoveling credits in the direction of
our common enemy?
It is time the U.S. started looking
out for No. 1, starting delivering lectures to "allies," instead of simply listening to them.
What brought this home was an
episode last month.
The OPEC cartel agreed to cut production, to force oil prices up from $12
to $18 a barrel. Given the 2 billion
barrels the U.S. imports yearly, that $6
price hike translates into a $12 billion
to $16 billion price gouging of the
American consumer. Yet, no sooner
had OPEC agreed to stick it to the
Americans, than the IMF arrived in
Nigeria, an OPEC member, to fork over
$650 million in loans, to ease the pain
of Nigeria's cuts in production. That
$650 million will trigger another $500
million from the World Bank. Since
those loans are guaranteed by American
taxpayers, the United States is directly
subsidizing the shafting of the American
consumer by the OPEC cartel. Topping
it off, my fellow columnists are saying
the way to "get tough with OPEC" is to
impose a gasoline tax of anywhere from
10 cents to 80 cents per gallon on
American motorists.
Can nobody out there play hard
ball?
Libya, too, is an OPEC member.
Why doesn't the U.S. block every dime
in U.S.-guaranteed loans to any and every OPEC country, from whatever
source, to force those regimes either to
pump oil for their foreign exchange, or
get their guaranteed loans from Saudi
Arabia?
When is the U.S. going to chuck
this World Bank-U.N.-foreign aid-IMFGlobaloney and start looking out for
No. 1--the American people, and the
United States? Let somebody else play
international fish for a while.

(c) 1989 PJB Enterprises, Inc.
Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Writing A Letter To The Editor?
Deadline is 5:00 Monday.

Have An Idea, But Not Much
To Say?
You don't have to write a book. Please feel free to send just a couple
paragraphs to The CAMPUS.
Letters To The Editor don't have to be painful.
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Stop The Griping: We
Get What We Pay For
Mike Royko
Syndicated Columnist
The most
popular position
to take on p a y
raises for congressmen is that
we shouldn't give
these political
scoundrels o n e
extra nickel.
As Patrick
Buchanan, the
conservative columnist, angrily put it
while ranting about "Beltway Bandits":
"Currently members of Congress
receive $89,500 a year, some five times
what the average American earns."
That's an interesting statistic, but
I'm not sure what it means.
I'm certain that Buchanan, with his
speaking fees and TV shows, rakes in
30 or 40 times what the average American earns. He probably makes at least
five or six times what the average congressman is paid.
Does that mean that Patrick
Buchanan is a more valuable creature
than 30 or 40 average Americans? Or
five or six congressmen?
Possibly, although as fierce as
Buchanan is, I wouldn't swap a good
watchdog for him, and all a good dog
costs is the price of table scraps.
Actually, I don't have any strong
feelings against congressmen getting
pay raises. I've known some congressmen who weren't worth $8.95 a year.
Others would be a bargain at $895,000 a
year. So maybe it balances out.
That's the problem with trying to
decide who's worth how much.
In Chicago, a garbage collector
makes about $25,000 a year, and a cop
about $33,000.
Compare that with Sylvester Stallone, who took in $63 million over the
last two years without emptying one
smelly can or firing anything but
blanks.
Is Stallone worth 910 cops and
1,240 garbage collectors? Or even one
cop and one garbage collector?
Without garbage collectors and
cops, we'd have disease and anarchy.
Without Sylvester Stallone? Well, we'd
still have Arnold Schwarzenegger, who
made only $43 million in 1987-88.
Or consider Goose Gossage, who
pitches for the Cubs. His employers
paid him $1.2 million for last summer's
work. All Gossage did for that money
was make Chicagoans unhappy.
It happens that I work for the same
corporation that owns the Cubs. They
paid me much less than they paid Gossage, although I probably made just as
many Chicagoans unhappy as he did.
For that matter, I've been making, them

unhappy since Gossage was a mere
tyke.
But do I resent being paid less than
Gossage? Of course not. That's because Gossage earned about 15 times as
much as Dan Quayle, which seems fair.
That's the trouble with juggling
numbers, as Pat Buchanan did with his
"five times what the average American
earns."
The fact is, the average congressman is not the average American, He is
better educated, smarter, reads more,
watches fewer game shows and soap
operas on TV, knows more about law,
foreign affairs, national problems, and
assumes greater responsibilities. S o
why shouldn't a congressman be paid as
mach as a weak-hitting utility infielder?
In the big federal spending picture,
a raise for congressmen is just pocket
change. The Pentagon will spend more
than the entire congressional raise on a
few airplanes that don't fly.
Yet, the average person becomes
outraged at the thought of a public official--any public official--wanting a pay
hike.
We demand good judges, yet we pay
them less than they could earn chasing
an ambulance. We want good governors
to manage our states, but become
indignant if they ask to be paid more
than the manager of a small factory.
Isn't it kind of goofy that the president of the United States--the most
powerful man in the world when he's
awake--is paid less than a mediocre
point guard in the National Basketball
Association? Or a network anchorman?
Or some local disc jockeys?
Consider that Elvis Presley made
about $15 million this year. That's not
bad for someone who has been dead for
twelve years.
That's the salary of 180 congressmen. Or 45 U.S. presidents. Although
I'm not a big fan of George Bush, I
hope that he will contribute more to
this nation during the next four years
than a deceased rock singer.
The key to the public pocketbook
seems to be entertainment. Americans
don't mind spending a collective fortune
on anything that will amuse or divert
them. That's why athletes and other
entertainers become vastly wealthy.
Michael Jackson, Bill Cosby, Bruce
Springsteen, Madonna, they're all in the
$20 million- to $50-million-a-year
range. Some golfer recently picked up
more than $1 million in a weekend.
But we bang the table at the
thought of a congressman making what
any of these entertainers pay for a car.
Congress ought to wise up. Instead
of going of a C-span and holding debates, they ought to learn to dance, sing
and slam dunk a ball.
(c) 1989 by The Chicago Tribune
Distributed by Tribune Media Services
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Th e Professor's Corner
Target of Opportunity
by Prof. Archer Blood
Diplomat-In-Residence
Washington policy-makers,
being human, are not above developing strong, emotional
fixations about foreign leaders
whose actions threaten American
interests, even if the leaders head
nations which are far inferior to
us in power.
Earlier on, foreign enemy
#1 to a series of administrations
was Fidel Castro. We tried our
best to bring him down, but
Castro proved a wily and durable
foe. When the Reagan
Administration came to office in
1981, Colonel Qaddafi of Libya
quickly took pride of place as
the man America loves to hatethe symbol of all the U.S. finds
repugnant.
Qaddafi supported international terrorism, not just in the
Middle East and Africas but as
far afield as Ireland, the Philippines, and Indonesia. He sent
hit squads to Europe and North
America to silence Libyan foes
of his regime. He worked tirelessly to undermine U.S. interests in the Middle East and to
thwart any progress toward the
peaceful resolution of the ArabIsraeli dispute. While Qaddafi
leads a nation of only three million, he commands plenty of oil
money and a large amount of
sophisticated military equipment
purchased with that money.
For the past eight years
Washington has pursued a
steady campaign of intimidation
against Qaddafi, presumably intended to bring about his downfall or cow him into innocuous
behavior. The recent downing
of two Libyan fighters and the
spotlight being focused on
Libya's alleged chemical
weapons plant are, in my view,
not accidental events but rather
part and parcel of the ongoing
campaign against Qaddafi. In
1981 two Libyan Migs were
shot down by Navy fighters and
in March 1986 a bombing attack
on Qaddafi's home and headquarters narrowly missed killing
him. The U.S. has also cancelled all passports for Libya,
requested American citizens to
leave that country, and embargoed oil imports from Libya and
high tech exports to Libya.
Even if one is uneasy about
the U.S. using its might to beat
up on a small potatoes leader, it
is difficult not to allow that our
tatics have ben fairly successful.
The bombing raid certainly
frightened and chastened Qaddafi
and caused him to moderate his
behavior for some time. Despite the diplomatic clucking of
much of the Third World,
Qaddafi is becoming increasingly isolated from the important
countries of the Middle East,
like Saudi Arabia, Egypt and
Jordan. The PLO leadership
will not support Qaddafi against
the U.S. for a couple of good
reasons. Qaddafi has always

been hostile to moderate PLO
leaders such as Arafat, and the
PLO is not about to jeopardize
its newly won relationship with
the U.S. on behalf of Qaddafi.
Qaddafi's nominal patron,
the Soviet Union, is not likely
to go beyond statements of indignation about U.S. pressure
on Libya. When the U.S. attacked Libya in March 1976, the
Soviets saw to it that their
technicians were not around to
man the SAM-5 missiles they
had sold to Libya, and the Soviet vessels in the harbor pulled
out just before the attack. Now
that our relations with the
Soviets have subsequently improved, it seems even less now
that the Soviets would risk any
confrontation with us over
Libya.
Qaddafi-bashing is also very
popular with the American public and pays off in enhanced
support for the Administration's
foreign policy.
The anti-Qaddafi campaign
is a relatively low-risk gambit.
If we crack down on Qaddafi, we

"For the past eight
years Washington has
pursued a steady campaign of intimidation
against Qaddaffi....
Qaddafi-bashing is also
very popular with the
American public...."
will expose ourselves to a barrage of criticism at the UN, including some from our West
Europe allies. But we run little
chance of Soviet intervention on
Libya's behalf and even less
chance of real unhappiness on
the part of important Middle
East countries, the leaders of
most of which, with the exceptions of Syria, probably hate
Qaddafi as much as we do.
Libya is, of course, not the
only Middle East country which
supports terrorism.. Syria, Iran
and elements of the PLO jump
immediately to mind. Nor is
Libya the only country in the
region which has been interested
in developing a chemical
weapons capability. Egypt,
Iraq, Iran, Israel and Syria are
believed to have developed some
chemical weapons.
Qaddafi, however, makes an
attractive target of opportunity
because his nation is only a
marginal player in the Middle
East peace process which seems
about to take on new urgency
and meaning because of the
Palestinian uprising and the
U.S. decision to talk to the
PLO. Qaddafi can only harass
the peace-making process in
minor ways; he cannot make
any significant contribution
even if he wanted to to so.
Syria, Egypt and Jordan are the
really important Arab players,
and I doubt that any of them,
even Syria, would be influenced
strongly against us if we turn up
the pressure on Qaddafi.

Writing The CAMPUS?
Please include your full name and phone
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Educating For Freedom

by Clarence Thomas
Collegiate Times

Freedom is a subject that I
have had to think seriously
about from my early days growing up in segregated Georgia,
through my professional career
in law and civil rights enforcement. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), of which I am Chairman, has the responsibility to
enforce the laws relating to employment discrimination based
on race, sex, national origin, religion, age, and handicap. Thus
we have sought to bring about a
freer society, one that respects
the rights of all.
Freedom is a noble term,
but it can be reduced to a slogan
when we fail to reflect on what
it truly means. And because of
our busy schedules, we in government often lack the leisure to
think about freedom the way we
should. Washington people
rarely deliberate -- they
"strategize." True deliberation
involves elating today's strategy
to the enduring moral and
political first principles -- such
as freedom and equal rights -- for
which this nation stands. And
that, in turn, takes time.
To be sure, we initially
learn moral principles in our
homes, communities, and
churches, but the university is
where they ought to be examined and refined. Yet, as I reflect
on the decisions I have had to
make, and the political and interest group pressures I and others in government have faced, I
realized the deficiency of my
higher education in freedom despite the fact that I attended a
fine university and law school.
Somehow, those years of education failed to related the commandments learned at home with
the life of the mind at college.
Our free nation presupposes, and depends upon, citizens
ready to deliberate on the great
public issues. Ideally, higher
education helps produce such
citizens, but from my experience
both as a student and a college
trustee, I fear that much of the
college experience is irrelevant
to this great purpose.

To elaborate on my theme
One way that students can
recover the proper attitude to- of education for freedom, let me
ward freedom is through reading add that nothing pains me more
thoughtful and stimulating than to hear the complaints of
books. I recently completed black college students who enJames McPherson's Battle Cry counter sporadic episodes of
of Freedom, a current best-sell- racial discrimination and then
ing history of the Civil War that want to give up. I sympathize.
makes clear that freedom was the But I would also maintain that
real object of the war. The un- the pressures on black students
appreciated statesmanship of are essentially the same now as
Lincoln, who revived the they were twenty years ago,
nobility of American principles, when I was an undergraduate,
shines through the smoke and though they have been intensidin of battles. For me, this was fied by racial preference
one of a few books that has schemes. this observation in no
brought to life the importance of way denies the need to combat
the past for understanding who discrimination. Nonetheless,
we are today.
the fact that blacks will face
But it is not principally racial discrimination throughout
lack of books -- for Western life is no reason for cynicism
civilization is full of Great about black chances of success
Books -- that accounts for the at colleges with predominantly
campus's indifference to free- white students; to think it othdom. The failure lies more in erwise is to produce a selfour colleges' inability to take defeating result. If liberal arts
seriously their own role in the colleges were true to their name,
improvement of character. After they would encourage education
all, free men and women are in principled liberty, one that
people of established standards cultivates character as well as
and responsibility. "Freedom for intellect. Such a freedom would
them is not simply another be a college's greatest source of
"value judgment" or taste. It is unity, the union of minds and
an independent way of life, friends.
which knows the difference between passing fads and enduring
principles. Yet because of independence of judgment, the parti- Editor's Note: Clarence Thomas
san of freedom is generous and is the Equal Employment Opcan choose well the bases on portunity Commission Chairwhich he or she desires to inter- man. Distributed by the Colleact with others.
giate Network.
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New Director Of Health Services Hired
by Theresa Merrill
Staff Reporter
One of the major changes in
the Health Center this year is
the addition of a Director of
Health Services. As a certified
nurse practitioner, Sue Plunkett
brings to Allegheny her varied
medical experience and a number
of ideas for the Health Center.
At the outset of the interview, Plunkett expressed concern over the number of students
currently ill from a strain of influenza and strep throat. After
giving me a special diet in the
case that I experienced flu
symptoms, we proceeded to discuss her main duties and ideas.
"A big improvement is that
things go a lot faster with both
the physician and me attending
to students," said Plunkett.

As a nurse practitioner, she to the hazards of smoking to
can diagnose and treat various self-exams.
"ambulatory" illnesses and
Plunkett noted that the ismedical problems- the general
sue of sexually transmitted disillnesses for which students eases needs to be more thorusually seek the physician.
oughly addressed. Eventually,
In addition to treating stu- she would like to get small
dents directly, Plunkett will groups together in residence
work jointly with the physician, halls to discuss these issues and
Dr. Hendrik DeKruif, to set to make more information
standards of care, including both available.
long and short range goals.
One of Plunkett's long"In general, there is a lack range ideas includes a "self-care
of knowledge on self-care among cold clinic," where students
the students," stated Plunkett," would go through self-care staand I think students should tions to see if they needed to see
leave Allegheny with a clear idea a doctor.
of how to maintain their
One station might ask, for
health."
example, if the student were
As a means to this goal, only experiencing congestion,
she outlined plans for staff and would issue medicine
involvement with students in accordingly. If the student had
health education- from
more symptoms, he/she would
addressing such issues as AIDS
get whatever needed medicine at

Job Market Good For College
continued from page 3

Marotta of the Marriott Corp.
Victor Lindquist of Northwestern added companies also are
hiring because the companies
themselves expect to prosper.
Sixty-one percent of the
firms NU surveyed thought
they'd be more profitable in
1989 than they were in 1988.
"Corporate America is confident the economy will remain
strong despite concerns by socalled experts about the volatile
stock market, the deficit, trade
balance, megamergers and the
increased competition in the
marketplace," Lindquist said.

His report closely follow ed
an early December survey ol
14,000 employers by Manpower,Inc., a temporary employment
services company.
Twenty-two percent of the
companies expected to add to
their workforces during the first
three months of 1989, while 11
percent foresaw staff reductions.
"We were a bit surprised at
the hiring strength indicated by
those figures," Manpower
President Mitchell Fromstien
said. "After a year in which
three million new jobs were
added to the U.S. workforce, we

•

•

expected to see a slowing down
of job formation."
The boom is better for
some students than others.
"Engineering, accounting
and health professions are our
most sought-after graduates,"
said DeBow, while Linn-Benton's Aschoff finds clerical,
nursing and automotive students
in high demand.
Michigan State researchers
said electrical engineering majors will be in the greatest demand, followed by marketing

•

•

Rite tket
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building definitely needs to be
worked on," Plunkett noted,"
which includes sound-proofing
and making the examining
rooms more private."
Originally from Binghamton, New York, Plunkett graduated from Cornell University,
where she received a B.S. in education in 1977, then a B.S. in
nursing at Cornell's medical
school in New York City. She
received her master's in science
and nursing and her nurse
practitioner certificate from the
University of Pittsburgh.
After teaching nursing at
Thiel College for 1 1/2 years,
Plunkett served as a Wellness
Instructor at the Meadville Medical Center, where she developed
a taught programs in weightloss and nutrition, among others, for staff members and the
general community.
Plunkett feels positive,
about her current position at
Allegheny, "because, for the
and sales, financial administra- most part, nurse practitioners
tion, mechanical engineering and work very well for a college
setting."
computer science majors.
Plunkett's hours are 8am to
The Northwestern survey 4pm, Monday through Friday.
found that technical grads will DeKruifs hours are 9am to
make the most money. Engi- 11am, Monday through Friday.
neering majors can expect to He is also available on Satearn $30,600, up from $29,856 urdays from 10am to 11am. A
in 1988.
The Southwest, according
Chemistry majors should
get the second-highest starting to the Michigan State report,
salaries -- $28,488 -- up 5.1 will offer 1989 graduates the
most new jobs, followed by the
percent from 1988.
Northeast, the Southeast and the
But the biggest salary jump North Central states. The South
will be in sales and marketing, Central states and the Northwest
will offer the fewest new jobs.
up 8.8 percent to $25,560.

the other stations and see the
physician if necessary.
Since such a large number
of students come to the Health
Center for a common cold or
cough, this system would save
time for both the students and
the physician.
"I want the Health Center to
be a place where students can
come for advice for health-related
concerns," Plunkett explained.
To better achieve such an
atmosphere, she hopes to create
a "resource room," with books
available both for students with
general interest and those who
are interested in pursuing careers
in the health professions.
The Health Center staff is
in the process of ordering
equipment to expand their services, such as gym equipment
and diagnostic equipment. "The
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Allegheny Repertory Dance
Performs "Choreographer's
Showcase"
by Lisa Slattery
Assistant Pleasure Editor

Dancers from top right, clockwise, are, Brian Shaw, Jennifer Nassar, Tami
Carney, Tom Simpson, and Jonathan Nelson. Kathryn Karapides, co-director
of the graduate dance program at Case Western Reserve is the
choreographer for the piece. "Pare Pulsion."

Art Show Features Variety of Artists, Mediums
by Jonathon Nelson
Guest Writer
In a move designed to coincide with the new year and the
new term the annual Allegheny
Faculty-Alumni show opened
Tuesday night. This show consists of the the work of eight
artists, five faculty members and
three Allegheny alumni who, by
invitation, submitted work from
as far away as California.The
pieces on exhibition are as different as the individual artists
themselves. All three galleries
in Doane Hall are filled with
such mediums as ceramic sculpture, collage, computer are
painting, photography, and installation, altogether comprising
a very impressive show.
The best represented alumni
in the show is Rebecca Allan.
On exhibition are twelve pieces
by Allan who graduated from
Allegheny in 1985 and is now a
graduate student at Kent State.
Her art taps the issues of femininity and religiosity. The
"Origin of the World" series exhibited on the south wall o f
Megahan gallery depicts female
body parts painted in abstraction
implying unabashedly the
artist's inherent sexuality and her
identification with that sexuality. Allan's other works displayed in the Bowman and the
Penelec galleries are rooted
deeply in Byzantine icons and
Medieval manuscript painting.
By adopting such imagery the
artist implies a historical focus
while advancing the art with her
own modern interpretation that
is religious in nature.
Dorothy Baker's contribution to the Faculty-Alumni
Show is pottery and consists of

four works, two large bowls, a
teapot and pitcher. Though
supposedly utilitarian, Baker's
work is essentially dualistic in
nature. On one hand the work
can. function as a vessel with a
practical use, on the other hand
Baker's work may be interpreted
as pure sculptural form with
solely an aesthetic justification.
Dorothy Baker's works are intriguing as well as attractive because of the intrinsic dualism
and because it blurs the boundary between form and function.
Faculty member Amara
Geffen is a nationally known
artist who submitted five works
to this year's show. Four of the
works are part of a series of
large, organically shaped sculptures, spiraled in form called
"whirls" or "gyres." Geffen has
been working with coiled forms
for several years now and their
development stems from her
background as a ceramist. Fundamentally Geffen's work suggests the spiraled nature of life
from the double helix of the
DNA molecule to the spiraled
form of the universe. Herwork
mimics the forces of growth and
expansion processes that are a
common denominator between
all things organic or inorganic.
The four swirled sculptures on
exhibition trace the most recent
evolution of her work.
Further variation to the
swirled theme is manifested by
two pieces that rest horizontally
on the gallery floor. These
pieces entitled "Red Gyre" and
"Blue Gyre" incorporate bottoms
that swirl to a point thus
thwarting the utilitarian
interpretation as a large vessel; a
move that makes Geffen's work
more purely sculptural in form.
William Hill is an artist

who graduated from Allegheny
in 1984. He has ree-dyed a degree from the Univ. -city of
California at Davis as well as
considerable critical acclaim.
The works he has contributed to
this show consist of three
pieces; two sculptures bound in
twine and one small installation/sculpture. The two sculptures are human figures have a
very unsettling entitled "Words I
Use (F=ma)" is a very humorous
work that is akin to a witty pun.
This piece in particular defies
description and must be seen to
be appreciated.
Richard Kleeman is the senior member of the Allegheny
art faculty. For the show he
submitted seven works most of
which were conceived and executed during his sabbatic leave
last January and February.
Kleeman's art consists of collages that incorporate leather,
rope, driftwood, and any other
discarded materials he has acquired. His art is intrinsicly
contemplative and belies a hybrid of Eastern and Western
philosophies. Kleeman's work
resonates on many levels at once
and is therefore difficult to understand yet it is not inaccessible. Kleeman's art is comprised
of found materials that have lost
their original conventional use
and were therefore discarded. By
incorporating discarded materials
into his art Kleeman completes
a full circle: that formerly discarded item once tossed aside
now takes on new meaning as it
is incorporated into his collage.
Thus Kleeman's work is about
oneness and harmony both
symbolically and literally within
the composition.
Mary Michaels the director
of the art galleries for the past

performed Thursday and Saturday
nights. In addition to these four
shows, there will be children's
The Allegheny Repertory matinee performances on SaturDance (A.R.D.) Company was day and Sunday. These shows
established to preserve the works consist of upbeat numbers drawn
of professional choreographers. from the evening lineups, plus a
At this time, their repertoire dance choreographed by Alcontains twelve pieces. The legheny senior Kate Overmyer
dance pieces are taught to a called "Casey and the Wild
group of students by the actual Things."
choreographer. The piece is
In addition to Kate, there are
then performed every year until ten other choreographers. The
none of the original group include: Ms.Hyatt, Liz
members are left at Allegheny. Maxwell, and Ann Harris, proThe choreographers selects the fessional dancers in New York
dancers for the grow and also a City; Barry Van Cura, artistic
student rehearsal director.
director for Ballet Tennessee in
Jan Hyatt, an Allegheny Chatanooga; Kathryn Karapides,
dance instructor, is the artistic co-director of the graduate dance
director for the company. She, program at Case Western Realong with communication serve; Lisa DeCato, a member
arts/theatre assistant professor of the Lake Erie College faculty
Kim Hartshorn, greatly and Allegheny alumnus Heidi
influences the interpretation and Schweiger ('88).
choice of dances. They are
assisted in the production aspect
For the first time, the
by Scott Choffel, technical showcase
performance includes
director of the Playshop Theatre. conversation,
vocal sounds
Approximately twenty to (singing), and original
twenty-five students participate In addition, props and setmusic.
pieces
as dancers every year in A.R.D. have been added. The numbers
This year, the group consists of are greatly varied in content,
6 males and 18 female dancers.
and atmosphere.
The company is open to any in- tempo,
Ms.Hyatt
stressed that the Friterested students, but most of
day
night
performance
contains
the dancers to take classes with
more
new
dances,
while
the
Ms.Hyatt as she is the director.
Thursday
and
Saturday
shows
This is A.R.D.'s fifth season.
This year, Repertory Dance contain more of the older, fahopes to organize a College vorite pieces.
Bowl academic team, probably
The performances tonight,
composed of seniors.
Friday,
and Saturday nights are
The main activity of
A.R.D. is their annual second at 8:15 p.m. The Saturday and
term winter performance. Sunday matinee performances
"Choreographer's Showcase" is are at 2:30. All shows are held
taking place this week. The in the Arter Hall Playshop Thefirst show was last night, and atre. Admission is three dollars
that set of five dances will be for adults, one dollar for children
repeated Friday night. A differ- and senior citizens, and free for
ent set of four dances will be Allegheny students with an I.D.
two years. Michaels' art consists of pastels, ink, and textiles
on paper. Her work is reminiscent of the Russian/French artist
Marc Chagall yet it is new with
abstract lines forming progressive veils obscuring the underdrawing of figures and faces.
Having graduated in 1974
Sarah Raymond is the oldest
alumni invited to submit works
the Faculty-Alumni Show. Her
passion is the photography of
pagents, the subjects are almost
exclusively female. Included in
the show are six black and white
photographs; four of which are
from weddings around the world,
one is of contestants in a beauty
pagent, and one of New Years
revelers in a bar. All the photographers tell a story through
the expressions of the subjects
and are deeply psychological.
Professor George Roland is
th chairperson of the Art Department, his forte is computer
generated imagery of abstract
shapes seemingly layered in

space. Roland also paints the
same shapes on canvas. By using the computer as a compositional tool, Roland has not only
formed an interesting interface
between the artist and technology but also created an interesting
dialectic between the computer
and entitled "Orangez". This
painting was composed on the
computer then adapted and expanded to fit the canvas. By using the computer as a compositional tool Roland can compose
in a few days a painting that
formerly would have taken a few
weeks.
So next time your in the
Campus Center relaxing and
taking in the new sights and
smells of the new Allegheny
McKinley's Pub, stroll over to
the art galleries in Doane Hall
and experience the FacultyAlumni Art Show. The galleries are open Tuesday through
Friday 12:30-5:00, Saturday
1:30-5:00 and Sunday 2:004:00. The exhibit runs until the
end of the month.
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Christmas Eve was beautiful to me. There I was with
family and friends gathered
around the Christmas tree and
drinking egg nog. Due to the
fact that my friends and I were
about to go to the Brown's playoff game, our egg nog was a bit
stronger than everyone else's.
The tree was perfect and so were
the other decorations, and the
good conversation and laughs
made the occasion all the more
festive. The Christmas spirit
was floating in the air so thick
that you could smell it-- that all
too familiar holiday scent that
smells of pine and mom's gingerbread cookies, you know the
one. As kick-off time was approaching, though, we decided to
do away with the egg nog and
cookies for fear that they
wouldn't mix too well with the
beer and hot dogs.
We anticipated the downtown traffic to be quite chaotic,
therefore, we rode the local rapid
transit train to the game. The
train was full of brown and orange, as it seemed that all
80,000 of the Browns fans decided to take it instead of drive.
In the back of the train, crowded
by a few intoxicated fanatics, I
noticed an older man not in
brown or orange-- as a matter of
fact, he wasn't in much of anything. I made my way to where
he was seated and say down next
to him. It was the only seat
available on the train, and no
one wanted to sit next to him. I
guess he was what we so commonly refer to as a "bum." He
had a bunch of bags with him
and I knew that they couldn't be
from him Christmas shopping.
My • friends thought that I was
insane to sit by him, but I didn't
really care because he was quite
clean and seemed like a very
pleasant man who had just got
caught up in a whirlwind of bad
luck. I asked him his name. and
he told me to call him Frosty.

I'd wondered if his name was
Frosty because he was always
cold. I figured that I'd warm
him up so I offered him a drink
from my flask and he accepted.
After he totally devoured the
contents I told him to keep the
flask as a present from me. He
accepted again with much gratitude.
As the train rolled on we
talked more and more. He told
me that earlier in his life he had
lost his wife and mother, and
that Christmas just didn't seem
to be the same anymore. I
wanted to comment, but a simple "I know what you mean"
just didn't seem appropriate.
My friends occasionally glanced
at me from the front of the train,
and when they did I just acted as
if I didn't see them. I felt more
sorry for them than the "bum"
because there were things about
life that they didn't understand
that he did, and although he was
a victim of circumstances, not
one negative word ever came
from his mouth. He w a s
thankful for the little things that
other people take for granted and
don't seem to appreciate, like
heat and a cup of coffee. He
even made me feel comfortable
enough to laugh when he joked
about the fact that he wished
that he could be so lucky as to
get a pair of socks for Christmas.
As we approached downtown the twenty-minute ride,
that usually seemed like an
hour, now seemed like only five
minutes. Before I got off I
asked him if he was a Brown's
fan. He said that the was not,
and went on further to say that
he wasn't a fan of any athletes
that could, with a clear conscience, accept millions of dollars for playing a sport. I knew
that I couldn't go into further
detail on that subject because the
train operator yelled over the
speakers that we would be
downtown at the next stop. Before I got off, though, he reached
into his bag and pulled out what
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"SPRING BREAK "
FEBRUARY 24 - APRIL 1, 1989
WEEKLY DEPARTURES from $299.00
COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORX, BOSTON, WASHINGTON,
DETROIT, CINCINNATI, COLUMBUS AND BUFFALO TO NASSAU/PARADISE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISLAND OR CANCUN, MEXICO.
ROUND'IRIP TRANSFERS FROM AIRPORT TO HOTEL.
7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
WELCOME RUM SWIZZLE AT MOST HOTELS.
ONE HOUR RUN (NASSAU) OR TEQUILA (CANCUN) PARTY.
THREE HOUR CRUISE WITH UNLIMITED RUM PUNCH AND ON BOARD ENTERTAINMENT,
(NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND.)
THREE BEACH PARTIES(ONE WITH FREE LUNCH)MUSIC AND ACTIVITIES(NASSAU).
EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE, WATERLOO AND THE DRUMBEAT
CLUB (NASSAU).
COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAMS BY THE BAHAMAS TOURIST OFFICE.
ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

AMERICAN TRAVEL SERVICE
456 GLENBROOK RD.
STAMFORD , CONN. 06906
1 - 800-231-0113
OR (203)967-3330 IN CT.

S/ON UP NOW ! !

LIMITED SPACE ! !
ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP EARN A FREE TRIP

• • • •4 •
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The Fifth Corner
Frosty The Bum

by Bill Moore
Staff Writer
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Comedians
Officially Open
McKinley's

had to be his most prized and
valued, not to mention priceless,
possession. As much as I
wanted to accept his gift I just by Rich Dudley
could not. He finally convinced Staff Writer
me to take it when he told me
that Christmas, to him, was all
The Grand Canyon. Grandabout giving ans sharing, and
parents.
The grand piano. The
that he would feel the holiday
Grand
Slam.
Grand Funk.
joy that he used to have if I
would accept the gift-- so I did. Ralph the Wonder Llama.
I put the gift in my pocket and
And in the spirit of the
got off the train. He waved and grand, the McKinley's people are
told me that I was welcome back having a Grand Opening. The
to his home for the holidays brand spankin' new McKinley's:
The Presidential Pub (in tradianytime.
As the train pulled off I felt tional Howard Johnson's decor),
as though I was in one of those hosting coffeehouse and night"throat-lumping" scenes from a club events, as well as dance
Walton movie. Here I was bands will be "officially"
about to enjoy, with my friends, opened.
one of life's common pleasures
This week, there will be
while he, all alone, would be both a nightclub act and a dance
spending his holiday with his band. From 9-11, the comedionly family, the train operator. ans Dan Dillon, Brian Mark
In the midst of the holiday spirit Budin, and Steve Baird (We only
and Browns' hoopla, something know their names. That should
just didn't seem right. The cold tell y'all something about the
got colder, the wind became press releases we get here at SP
brisker and the Christmas lights Central) will make their talents
spread all over the downtown known to you and me (yes,
streets were no longer bright "me" is the proper word there) as
enough to lighten up the after- they attempt to amuse youse
noon's cloudy haze.
guys.

Once y'all are in good spirits (in one or more meanings of
the word), the dance band Jady
Kurrent will play from 11-1.
With an amazing (at least I
think so) variety of music, from
Van Halen to Pebbles to The
Georgia Satellites, the new
dance floor will need a new coat
of varnish when the night is
through. The meager press release we do get claims "If you
can't dance to this...you can't
dance." The band is fresh from a
September 1988 tour of Japan
and an October 29 showcase appearance in (let's give a cheer
for) Louavull. If nothing else,
all the little dangly things
adorning the band members
should prove to be just as
amusing as the comedians.
And now before we go, if
everyone would tell the people
we need MORE press releases
(actually, ANY press releases
would be an improvement), it
would be very much appreciated.
Thank you, and hey...what have
you got to lose...it's free.

One Man Betrayed
by Paul Ewing
Pleasure Editor

that Columbus discovered need to recognize King. I think
America; even though hundreds there is one. But, I don't think
of thousands of people were the third Monday in January
Come Monday, I'll be very living here?
serves it.
wrapped up in myself and my
As Americans we seem to
I've always felt that the
doings. I probably won't give a have a tendency to romanticize greatness of King was that he
serious thought to Martin our past. We like to make it the was a common man who
Luther King until later Monday most glorious history known to reluctantly assumed a position
night when I turn on MTV and man, we like it to conveniently and finally had no control over
hear Cher and River Phonexix fit this mold. The point of what happened. He was in a
tell me what King meant to Armistice Day was very different situation where he knew that the
them. Julie Brown will explain than that of Veterans Day - now best he could do was try.
the U2 song "Pride." Bono will they're the same.
By deifying him we do him
I was taught the Civil War a great disservice. The idea of
say why he was moved to say,
"For the Reverend Martin Luther was fought to free the slaves and King Day glosses over the entire
King - sing." I'll watch a video is an event in which all troubled life of the man. By
Americans can take pride. I used making his birthday and his
with King's superimposed face.
I guess Bono didn't realize to see a commercial for the memory as a Civil Rights leader
King was shot around 6 pm - Civil War Chess Set -"an ideal a national holiday, we are imnot early morning. It does make gift for any proud American." I plying that he succeeded, that
a much better song, but its know I don't wave the flag, but Americans hold these truths to
inaccurate. It may seem petty of it's hard to comprehend taking be self evident, that all men are
me to complain about a song, pride in a bloody war between created equal.
but it seems to me, this little brothers.
We betray his memory by
For those who take pride in not knowing the truth.
altering of the truth about what
King did, is just too common the Civil War, Martin Luther
King is considered the
today. And it doesn't seem to be King Day warrants the Civil founder of the Civil Rights
Rights Chess Set. King as the Movement. How is it possible
a problemunique to King.
How may people were black king, Bull Conner as the for one man to create such a
taught that Washington cut white.
movement?
I don't want to write a long
down a cherry tree and could not
In December of 1955 after
tell a lie? How may were told _ piece about there not being a Rosa Parks' arrest and a bus
boycott was planned, King was
asked if his church could house a
meeting. He reluctantly agreed.
King reluctantly agreed to
THE CRITICS' CHOICE SERIES
run the Montgomery Improvement Association.
Per your request for films which do not ordinarily
Eventually, his life merged with
reach Meadville's screens, we are offering an eight
that of the movement. So much
film series of contemporary French, British,
that if King wanted to leave it,
German and American films which received good
(and he often talked about
reviews and which are available in high commercial
leaving it) he knew he could
quality. The series begins January 13 and
not.
continues through March 5.
We tend to forget that the
FBI, with the approval of Bobby
January 13, 14, 15 BABE'TTE'S FEAST
G
Kennedy, had extensive wire
taps and surveillance on King
ACADEMY THEATER
8:00 pm
and his associates, even after
King's death.
275 Chestnut St.
$3.00
We don't recall that
Kennedy
aides stood by the
1
continued on page 15
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A Commitment Zb Excellence

THERE
IS NO
QUALITY
WITHOUT
CONSISTENCY
Excerpt: Morrison's Principles of Management

"There Is No Quality Without Consistency is a founding principle of
Morrison Incorporated and today guides Morrison's Custom Management
on a course of service excellence at Allegheny College. Your satisfaction
with the dining services program is of the utmost importance to us, and we
pledge to provide the best in programs and services. Food Service Director,
Loren Shepard, and his entire resident dining team are dedicated to stand
by this commitment. You have my word on it! "

/
/John C.

Metz
Chairman & C.E.O.
Morrison's Custom Management

cYllorrisort's Custom cYllanagemeqt
Proudly Serving The Allegheny College Campus Community Since 1981.
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Wasted Days In Gatorland
Tim Haas and Paul Ewing
Pleasure Editors
Hi.
What's up?
Yeah.
Yeah, we're back.
Good.
How was your break?
That's good.
(Nod a couple of times.)
Pretty funny, huh?
That's right, no one else applied.
Tim and Paul are back and
there's not a damn thing you can
do about it (unless you have
friends in administration or a
relative that's a trustee). If you
hated everything we did first
term, avoid pages eleven
through sixteen. The CAMPUS
will try to make this easy and
painless by sealing these pages
in plastic.
For those of you who did
enjoy the hours of hard work we
put into our section, we thank
you for your support. The new

counseling center opens at 8:30,
Monday through Friday.
"Wasted Days in Gatorland"-pretty much an expensive four
or five years. Now all that fun
can be found on this page of the
same name. A page five years
in the making. A page that
never would have been possible
without the hard work and kind

Top 11 things that the
McKinley Pub won't do for
Allegheny, and things
President Reagan could do
before leaving office.

support of countless alumni and
their pets.
A simple idea really-"Wasted Days in Gatorland." A
page that requires and will
continue only with your
participation and input.
Something of a cross be
Reader's Digest's
"Campus Comedy" and the
Penthouse Forum.
If nobody responds to our
pleas we will fill this valuable
space with long-winded whining
editorials about plants in the
dining halls. (We've already
written three of them for next
week.)
So respond to this page.
Build the statue. Keep hope
alive. Keep hope alive.

2 Shelter the homeless

GOINGS ON
Saturday Jan 14

The Crawford County High
School Band will perform at
2pm in the Shafer Auditorium
Lowell Hepler Professor of
Music will conduct.

1 Bring in U2

3 Play Denise's new lover
on the Cosby show
4 Help Tim and Paul get
lucky
5 Drive out the Grille rats
6 Stimulate Nancy
7 Sell sweatshirts
9 Stop Allegheny 2000
8 Make a decent pizza
finger

10 Write a poem

Saturday Nite Life
Tuesday Jan 17
The Love Boat
Douglas Lanier, assitant
Dancing in the S.S. McKinley
professor of English, will
Live Dj.
lecture on "Momentary
Movements: New Historicism
And the Anxiety of Occasionality"
at 7:30 in Brooks Hall Alumni Lounge

11 Get the McKinley
family fortune

Ice Skating
The Campus Center will
offer free ice skating every
Sat. and Sun. Night of the
term. Buses will leave
Brooks Circle at 6:45.
Proper school I.D. is
required.

abinet
Campus Center-tainment
11 ■0■11114

MINN D ■0411■011MIIIM )41M4

FRIDAY NIGHT

SATURDAY NIGHT

411111 ■011111111114,411111111141 ■111141411111114141=4)11 ■4M1111114)■041■011411■1111■041■1)411100.1•111114 /4

■04111111111.0 ■11014)111111114 MEMIP4

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

141■04■4

P■0■ 1111I4 /411111.4 WNW )41111.4 )41111.0411

Jody
Kurrant
Popular
Soul Band

Comedy Capers
Three Cleveland comics
make you laugh until you
cry!

I
I

Join us on a cruise to
paradise!
Dancing!
Gambling!
Recreation!

A Fish Called
Wanda
Henderson Campus Center
$1.00
9:30
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by Berke Breathed
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Participants in the 1989 Greek System Rush
gather outside of Brooks for the official
start of the formal pledging period.

Kin g

continued from page 12

address system during the March
on Washington ready to
disconnect the sound if anything
was said that would harm the
Civil Rights Bill in Congress.
We tend to forget that even
after his faith was reaffirmed and
he believed himself to be doing
God's will, King was afraid to
participate in the Freedom
Rides.
We tend to forget that the
countless sit-ins staged
throughout the South started
without King. We don't realize
that a civil rights movement is
not and cannot be make of one
man.
We tend to forget that the

dream remains just that.
We tend to limit ourselves
by not acknowledging the true
nature of the Civil Rights
Movement.
King would be disappointed
with what has happened to him
image. But he is free and I am
not.
Ultimately the decision as
King emphasized many times
was between a man who tried
and his God. I have a feeling
that when our God looked at
him, the corner of His eyes
smiled.
For what it's worth, I'm
glad you didn't sneeze.
_
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will be holding

the first fun meeting of 1989. Come early and fill out the computer dating forms. It
also serves as the grand opening of the friend for Tim program. If you know one,
bring them along. Be warned nobody will be seated during the horrifying McKinley
story discussion. Themeeting is Thursday at 7 in the Campus Center room u202.
Watch next week for interviews of Tim's new friends. Only on these pages.

THREE YEARS IN PIRNNING,

Graciously Thanks All Those Dedicated To
The Creation and Completion
The Campus Center Cabinet Executive Boards of
1986-87

Tony Agati
Chris Berkheimer
Sarah Brown
Craig Burin
Jim Elsenheimer
David Harston
Corinne Lindquist
T. J. Litwiler
Rich Milleman
Inga Tannenbaum
Phil Trapolsi
Allan Weber

1987-88

Tony Agati
Bill Allen
Cathy Bradley
Craig Burin
Ian Carlson
Marnie Doner
Ray Johnson
T. J. Litwiler
Rich Milleman
Nicole Michler
Paul Pongrace
Deb Roth
Allan Weber
Deb Baker - Director of the Campus Center
Paula Wurst - Interim Director of the Campus Center
Winnie Davies-Hancock - Assistant to the Director of the CC
Joe Bradshaw - Interim Assistant to the Director of the CC

Cass Alberstadt - Assistant Director of the CC
Lee Benedict - Director of the Physical Plant
Kathy Langford - CC Secretary
Dean Yuhasz
Associate Dean Goode
Vice President Steffen
President Shafer
President Sullivan
The Board of Trustees

1988-89

Bill Allen
Becky Bemis
Cathy Bradley
Craig Burin
Ian Carlson
Marnie Doner
I
Nicole Mischler
Darrell Park
Chris Pastrick
Ted Plant
Todd Schoonover I
Julie Smith
Julie Stewart
Allan Weber

I
I

You clorit need
your parents' money
to buy a Macintosh.
Just their signature.
It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh® computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check,
however, is another thing altogether.
Which is whyApple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious
loan program that makes buying a
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application
at the location listed below, or
call 800-831-LOAN. All your
parents need to do is
fill it out, sign it, and

send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a
check for you in just a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to
prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays
for it all.

Introducing _Apple's
Student Loan-to-Own Program

©1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Computer Center

Reis Hall
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Women Beat Denison
by Shelley Brown
Sports Co-Editor

The Lady Gator hoop team
opened up the defense of their
NCAC Conference title with an
impressive 68-31 trouncing of
Denison this past Saturday.
A dazzling display of defense was the key to the Gator's
victory. A stingy full-court
press by the Gator's forced
Denison to commit 28
turnovers. The Gator defense,
also registered 17 steals. Senior
forward Carol Frederick and
sophomore point guard Veronica
Bohm both had four steals.
Senior co-captain Liz Bona
played well contributing game
highs in both scoring and rebounding. Bona drilled four
field goals and added a perfect
seven for seven free throw performances to total 15 points.
She also hit the boards hard
picking up 11 rebounds.
Sophomore post player
Carson Slade helped Bona out in
the rebounding department grabbing 10 boards.
Senior co-captain Shelley
Brown dished out 9 assists to
help the Gator offensive attack.

Head Coach Ronda Seagraves was happy with the win
but said that the team should
have scored more points against
the feeble Denison defense.
Seagraves also said the team did
not put up as many shot as they
should have.
On Monday the Gator's
played host to John Carroll-- a
tough Division III squad-- in
non-Conference action. Coming
into the game, John Carroll had
two players who were averaging
half of their teams points. This
trend did not continue as the
Gator defense stopped both
players from reaching their
averages.

The defensive coaching by
Seagraves led the Gator's to an
impressive 75-50 crushing of
the "Blue Streaks." Starting the
game in a man-to-man press, the
Gators were able, after a slow
start, to capture the lead. The
Gators took a 39-32 lead into
the lockerroom at half-time.
Seagraves then had the
Gator squad mix their zone defenses in the second half. The
mixing of the defenses caused
many turnovers by the "Blue
Streaks" who ended with 28
T.O. s for the game. The

"Blue Streaks" hit only 3 of 28
field goals .in the last 20 minutes of play.

Offensively the Gators were
led by Bona and junior post
player Cindy Kyler who each
had 16 points. Bona hit six
field goals and was unblemished
at the line hitting four of four
free throws. Kyler nailed all ten
of her free throws and three field
goals to collect her points.
Once again, the boards were
ruled by the Gators as they outrebounded the "Blue Streaks" 59
to 43. Slade hauled down 11
boards and Bona grabbed eight to
lead the Gators.
Bohm dished out six assists
and she and Frederick led in
steals with five and seven, respectively.
Seagraves commented the
"defense was the key to the victory." She also added that "the
team did better offensively. We
scored more points against a
better team."
The Gators host Kenyon
this coming Saturday at 2 P.M.
Kenyon, who came in third in
the NCAC last year, is only one
of two teams in the history of
the NCAC to beat the Gator's.

Women's Basketball Coach Rhonda Seagraves

The Women's Cross Country team takes off at the start of the NCAA Mid East Regional race last November. The women
finished first, beating second place Messiah College by 37 points. The women moved on to the NCAA National
Championship Race, where they placed tenth.

Timothy Haas Photo
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INTRAMURALS
BOX
1/4

FRESHMAN LEAGUE BB
32
Baldwin Bruins
27
Brew Crew

Pain Isn't Always Physical
stepped onto the court and tional Tournament--we were all
played her heart out. We won gunning for a victory. My
the game and advanced into the friend and I talked right before
the game started and told each
finals of the tournament.
The whistle blew. "TimeThat night I talked to my other how much we wanted to
out," the referee called. friend and as we talked I could win this tournament. We did
"Shelley, who do you have?," I feel all the pain she was feeling.
our pre-game ritual and off I
was asked by a teammate. I told
"He looks really bad," she strode onto the court for the
her who I had and took my place said to me.
jump ball. I took a quick glance
in the team huddle. As I lis"He just started his treat- over at the bench to see how my
tened to my Coach I gazed over ments," I reminded her, "they friend was doing. The pain was
to look at my teammate and take a lot out of a person.
back in my friends' eyes.
good friend. I knew she was
"She'll be okay, she's a
"He's bald," she said.
having a hard time. She and the
"That's because of the strong person," I told myself as
rest of her family had recently treatments," I told her. I was the referee tossed the jump ball.
found that her father had cancer.
trying to think of something to The first half was pathetic and
Her father and mother were say that might ease the pain a we were lucky to be in the
in attendance that night. It was little.
game. The second half came and
the first time my friend had seen
"It was so hard seeing him my friend took control--posting
her father since he started his and then trying to concentrate on up hard and making strong
chemotherapy treatments--he the game," she confided in me.
moves to the hoop. As she
didn't look too well. I saw as
"You played GREAT, Liz," took control our team took conmy friend struggled to listen to I told her.
trol and went on to win the
the Coach without looking up
"I went up and gave him a tournament. My friend and I
in the stands at her father. She hug after the game and I hurt were so happy right after the
did, however, look at him. I him because I moved his head game. The two of us were the
could only look on helplessly as too much," she said as another only seniors who had played for
a single tear trickled down my tear traced itself down her face.
four years. And finally, after
friends' face.
All I could do was give my four years of HARD work, we
What I felt for my friend at friend a hug and hold her. had reached one of our goals by
that moment was PAIN. I knew "What else could I do or say?" I winning an Invitational tournashe was hurting badly, but I had asked myself as I lay in bed that ment.
to keep my attention on the night hoping that sleep would
But then I watched as my
game we were playing. I'd have- come to my friend.
friend
took a quick peek to find
to talk to her later.
I saw my friend that mornThe Coach called my ing at breakfast. She seemed to her father and as she found him,
friends' name and I watched her be a little better. We got on the her face betrayed her pain. My
as she got up and went into the bus and went to the game. The friend had tried to cover her pain
game. You could tell she was Allegheny Women's Basketball so no one else had to see it--but
upset and hurting, but my friend Team had never won an Invita- I saw and felt her pain.

by Shelley Brown
Sports Co-Editor

I showered and went out to
the bus. I was all alone with
my thoughts for 25 minutes.
Sure, winning the tournament
was a thrill, I can't deny that.
But was winning the tournament
the best thing that had happened
to me that weekend? N o!
Watching my friend play her
heart out for her father and her
teammates was the best thing
that had happened to me that
weekend.
I kept thinking back to the
first game as I saw the single
tear trace its way down my
friend's face and I realized that
she had given me, through her
unselfishness, something special. She had given herself
when most people would have
given up. She played through
pain that wasn't physical. It
was pain which comes from
seeing a loved one struggling
and hurting--and maybe even
dying.
I will never forget those
two days. Two days where I
was witness to an unselfish act
of love and courage. My friend
was showing her father how
much she loved him--through
her basketball.
Hardly a day goes by when I
don't think back to that tournament and the lessons I learned
from my friend.

Pickers
Apos. of Gerk

49
26

Clam Diggers
The Cows

39
25

GOLD INDEPENDENT BB
Wicked Gravities 51
Cuervo Gold
41
Stinky Eggs
Six Footers

50

Cave Rats
MD's

46
22

36

NAVY INDEPENDENT BB
Heavy D & the Boys 53
Phi Runna Gunna 48
BAMFs
Quiton Crew

54
28

ROYAL INDEPENDENT BB
The Dudes
72
PKP-B
8
WHITE INDEPENDENT BB
Old Mill Pounders 54
Scapegoats
17
Betty's Bunch
The Blanks

42
16

MCKINLEY'S D AILY SPECIALS'
(Formerly Campus Grille)

Served 5 PM to Midnignt
FRIDAY'S
MONDAY'S
Jumbo Crunch (fish sandwich
Texas Burger (fresh ground
w/tartar sauce)

Delivery Schedule
8:30PM to last call 11:45PM
$2:00 minimum
PHONE 332-5373

Sandwiches
Hamburger
Grilled Cheese
Cheeseburger
Dbl. Hamburger
Dbl. Cheeseburger
; Chicken Pita
Tuna Pita
3 meat & cheese sub
Chickenburger Dlxe
I Gator (steak w/cheese,
I lettuce, tomatoe, and
I special sauce)
I Bacon-Egg-Cheese
I Individual Pizza
I Pizza Finger w/cheese
I and pepperoni
I Plain or Rasin Bagel
w/cream cheese

I
I

I
I
1

90
95
1.00
1.60
1.75
1.34
1.55
1.60 Frencn Fries
1.85 Onions Rings
Cheese Stix
Nachos w/cheese
1.95 w/hot peppers
1.20
1.69
Wings

chuck pattie with cheese, bacon and French Fries
our own BBQ sauce)

Fries & Medium Coke
Reg. $2.27
Spec. $1.88
TUESDAY'S
Hotdogs
Coney Island (chili-onio -mustard)
German Island(sauerkraut & mustard)
Just Different (mayo-onion-pickle)
Medium Coke
Reg. $1.37
Spec. $1.10
►

95
1.10
60
WEDNESDAY
1.35 Double burger
1.60 Onion Rings
Reg. $2.25
Spec. $1.88

Mild, Hot or 12
2.50
THURSDAY
79 XXX Hot
30
4.95
Cheeseburger
60
French Fries
75 Coke, Dr. Pepper, Sprite,
Medium Coke
Diet Coke
60 Reg. $2.02
Spec. $1.67
FRESH FRUIT AVAILABLE Shakes
1.10
IN SEASON!
Regular Grille hours 7:30 a.m. to midnight.
SORRY, NO DELIVERIES ON SPECIALS
SERVED ON PREMISES OR TO GO.
Sunday 1 p.m. to midnight.
•
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Reg. 2.30

Spec. $1.95
-ORhot or
6 for .94
mild wings
12 for $1.75

SATURDAY'S
Pita Specials
Tuna or Chicken
.94
Salad
.69
-ORhot or
6 for .94
mild wings 12 for $1.75
Saturday only 5-9 pm

I

DAILY BREAKFAST I
SPECIAL (7:30-11:30 AM)!
Eggs/Bacon/Toast/Jelly
I
Spec. $1.19
Freshly brewed LaTouraine I
I
coffee .23 cup
I
McKinley's needs a
delivery and counter
I
person a couple nights a
i.
week for part time.
I
Apply in person at
McKinley's.

.1111■• 4.111.■ .1•11..1111111..111111111 ■•■•■•■ 1111■ •∎•∎
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Cagers Fall in
Tourney Finals
by Jonathan Woodman
Sports Writer
After defeating Hiram in
their first round game, the Allegheny's Men's Basketball
Team went on to take second in
the 14th annual Gator Classic
held this weekend, losing to a
red-hot shooting Edinboro team
in the championship game.
The Gators won their first
game easily, using a tough manto-man defense to shut down
Hiram's offense. The ball handling of senior point guard Marcus Amos allowed the Gators to
break Hiram's half-court press
and score a number of breakaway baskets early. The half
ended with a three-point field
goal by senior forward Garret
Daggett, giving the Gators a 4827 lead.
Allegheny showed fine
depth off the bench in the second
half, keeping the pressure on
with the constant rotation of
fresh players into the game.
After Hiram coach Brad Ellis
was hit with a technical foul
with 12:38 left in the game,
Daggett picked up his hot
shooting touch once again,
helping the Gators put the game
away.
Daggett led all scorers with
24 points. Sophomore guard
Perry Junius was second for the
Gators with 23 points, including
five three-point shots. Also
scoring in double figures was
senior forward Gene Williams
with 18 points.
The Edinboro Fighting
Scots defeated the Davis &
Elkins Senators 111-88 in their
first round game. In the consolation game held Saturday
evening, Davis & Elkins went
on to defeat Hiram by a score of
82-75.
The first half of Saturday's
championship game between
Allegheny and Edinboro saw a
mixture of defenses by both
teams. While Edinboro came
out with a full court man-toman press, the Gators played
mostly zone.
Nearly midway through the
first half, Allegheny put a tight

zone press on Edinboro, using
their quickness to cause a number of turnovers. But it was
impressive play on the boards
by Williams, senior forward
Ward Wilson, and sophomore
forward Tom Benge which allowed the Gators to go into halftime with a 41-38 lead.
Williams commanded the offensive boards in the first half, accounting for 18 points in the
process.
The Scots, with momentum
from a number of late first half
baskets, came out with a full
court press again in the second
half, immediately putting the
pressure on the Gators. At
14:10 they managed to gain the
lead at 51-50. From here the
teams traded baskets and the lead
many times. •
With less than eight minutes left in the game, Edinboro
stepped up the defensive pressure, causing a number o f
turnovers. They gained the lead
at 73-72 with 6:30 remaining,
never relinquishing it. Despite
increased defensive pressure and
the excellent rebounding and offensive play of Williams, the
Gators were unable to overcome
Edinboro's fine shooting down
the stretch. Allegheny coach
John Reynders also noted that
the Gators looked "a little tired"
late in the game. After gaining
the lead, the Scots outscored
Allegheny 15-5. Reynders went
on to note that the depth of Edinboro's bench made a big
difference. "They're such a deep
team and that made the difference." Edinboro fmally won by
a score of 88-77.
Williams led all scorers
with 26 points, 10 from the foul
line, while Perry Junius was
second for the Gators with 16
points. Marcus Amos also
scored in double figures for the
Gators with 11 points.
Edinboro was led in scoring
by forward Aaron Brown with
22 points, while point guard
George Satler, the Tournament
MVP, scored 21.
Allegheny's Williams and
Junius were named to the AllTournament Team as were Hi-

Grapplers Split Pair
Courtesy of the Meadville mistake to wrestle up against a
formidable opponent."
Tribune
Trailing 19-6 entering the
158-pound bout against Gannon
University, Allegheny College
rallied with four wins in the final six bouts to post a 24-22
win and split a wrestling double
dual meet with the Golden
Knights and Mount Union last
night at David Mead Field
House.
In the opener, Coach John
Wilcher's Gators dropped a 30-8
decision to Mount Union.
Discussing the evening's
events, Allegheny College
assistant coach Richard Turk
said, "At the lower end of the
lineup, our wrestlers weren't at
the right weights and that's a

"Ron Ledbetter looked good
with two wins and Adam Lechman did well at heavyweight,"
Turk continued. "Credit the upperweights for pulling out the
win over Gannon."
Scoring victories in the win
against the Golden Knights were
Tom Berrett at 118, Zack Nellas
at 158, Ron Ledbetter at 167,
Shane Fisher at 177, and Rick
Kaliszewski at 190. Nellas,
Fisher and Kaliszewski all had
major decisions.
After losing the first six
bouts against Mount Union,
Ledbetter broke the Allegheny
ice with an 8-4 decision.
Kaliszewski managed a draw at
190 and Lechman came through
with a win at heavyweight.

Paul Clock Photo
Senior forward Gene Williams grabs some hang time on his
way to the hoop against Hiram in the first game of the Marine Bank Gator
Classic. Williams scored 44 points in the tournament and was named to the
All-Tournament team.
ram's Tim Talbacka, Davis & said that he was "proud of how many to win their conference,
Elkins' David Reynolds, and they played." He went on to was one of the best Division II
Edinboro's Billy Wade.
say, "We knew it was going to teams in the area. Allegheny's
Though disappointed by the be a great basketball game." He play in the Classic left them
Gator's loss in the champi- noted that Edinboro, favored by with a 10-4 record.
onship game, Coach Reynders

MT. UNION 30
ALLEGHENY 8
118-Joe Paciorek (M) dec.
30
Brian Shea, 9-4
126-Dave Fallini (M) pinned
90
Randy DeYulio, 5:51
134-Mike Schoauer (M) dec.
12 0
Tim Brady, 5-3
142-Todd Hibbs (M) dec.
15 0
Don Burdick, 11-6
150-Sandy Womack (M) maj. dec.
19 0
Tony Pendolino, 15-6
158-Shawn Brown (M) maj. dec.
23 0
Zack Nellas, 13-4
167-Ron Ledbetter (A) dec.
23 3
Scott Brown, 8-4
177-Mike Barton (M) tech. fall
28 3
Shane Fisher, 6:00 (22-7)
190-Rick Kaliszewski (A) drew
30 5
Craig Romey, 7-7
Hwt-Adam Lechman (A) dec.
30 8
Ron Paulus, 2-0

ALLEGHENY 24
GANNON 22
118-Tom Berrett (A) pinned
Dan Pierce, 2:15
126 Ken Watkins (G) pinned
Randy DeYulio, 3:05
134-Tom Boyd (G) maj. dec.
Tim Brady, 21-7
142-Dave Kruszewski (G) pinned
Reid Wilson, 5:03
150-John Carlson (G) dec.
Don Burdick, 15-8
158-Zack Nellas (A) maj. dec.
Mike Keys, 11-2
167-Ron Ledbetter (A) maj. dec.
Tony Pruszewski, 12-3
177-Shane Fisher (A) pinned
Barry Russell, 5:28
190-Rick Kaliszewski (A) drew
Craig Romey, 7-7
Hwt-Adam Lechman (A) dec.
Ron Paulus, 2-0

6 0
6 0
6 10
6 16
6 19
10 19
14 19
20 19
30 19
30 22
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Smokers Face Restrictions On Many Campuses
College Press Service
It's getting harder to be a
cigarette smoker on American
Campuses.
A number of schools have
announced even tougher smoking restrictions in recent weeks.
From Big Bend Community
College in Washington state to
the East Coast, campuses that
began limiting student smoking
as long as a decade ago have
taken the last big step this
school year:
"Smoking is pretty much
banned now" at Big Bend,
spokesman Doug Sly reported of
new rules implemented January
1
In 1976, Penn State University was one of the first U.S.
campuses to ban smoking from
its laboratories and classrooms.
On April 1 of this year, it will
forbid smoking everywhere except certain dorm rooms.
"It's too strict of a rule. I
have a smoking habit and I don't
feel like standing out in the rain
or snow (to smoke)," said Penn
State senior Mary Helen Moran.
Stanford University in 1988
banned smoking even at outdoor
events.
"Some colleges have been
setting the pace," said Dr. John
Longest, the former Mississippi
State University student health
center director and American
College Health Association
(ACHA) official who has led efforts to combat smoking on
campuses for several decades.

The drumbeat of new re"We must continue to do
strictions has been constant.
better in helping present smokColorado's Metropolitan ers give up the habit and do
State College's bookstore MUCH BETTER in encouragstopped selling cigarettes in ing young people not to start,"
November, while Georgia State Longest wrote in the ACHA's
University banned such sales in policy paper on smoking, which
1986. Scores of other schools, calls for tight limits on campus
including the universities of tobacco use and substantially
Texas, Illinois, Nebraska and increased educational efforts.
North Dakota, and Tulane,
Better-educated people, the
Mankato State, and Southwest U.S. Public Health Service
Missouri State universities also found in a report released in late
have restricted campus smoking.
1988, respond better to antiSchool officials cite health smoking efforts than less-educoncerns as the reason.
cated citizens: the proportion of
"We have practical, even college graduates who smoked
moral reasons to restrict smok- decreased from 28 percent in
ing," explained William Hetrick, 1974 to 18 percent in 1985.
director of Penn State's human For people without a college
services department.
degree, the decrease -- from 36
percent in 1974 to 34 percent in
"Colleges need to recognize
1985 -- was much more modest.
young people are at a volatile
But even among the new
point in their development of
campus bans, there are signs
habits," said John M. Pinney,
college students may be smokexecutive director of Harvard's
ing more again.
Institute for the Study o f
Smoking Behavior and Policy.
Some 10.1 percent of this
"Colleges can influence their
year's freshmen, up from 8.9
young people by letting them
percent of last year's first-year
collegians, smoke cigarettes,
know smoking is not acceptthe annual American Council on
able."
Education - University of Cali"Colleges are employers,
and as employers they have a
fornia at Los Angeles survey of
responsibility to their employ300,000 students found in midees and students to ensure a
January.
healthy workplace," Pinney
"The key question is how
added, citing the 1986 Surgeon
do we get to these teenagers?" a
General's report that said secondfrustrated Longest said of the
hand smoke can lead to cancers
survey results. "There's so
and heart disease for nonsmokers
much more resounding proof
too.
that smoking causes cancers,
Some feel colleges are not emphysema and heart disease
educating students enough,
than we had ten years ago."
however

"Teens experiment," Pinney
said, " and they'll stop and start
again. It's not until their late
teens and early twenties that
they really form a habit. One
year does not a trend make. But
this is a signal that we haven't
made as much progress as we
thought."
The increase in freshman
smoking, Pinney said, indicates
that colleges may have to get
even tougher on smokers, since
efforts to keep students away
from tobacco earlier in their
lives apparently have not worked
well.
Student smokers generally
haven't resisted the latest round
of restrictions very forcefully.
In 1988, University of
California at Davis students
protested a new non-smoking
policy in the Student Union
coffee shop by lighting up, but
there have been few other similar protests.
"Some feel it's an infringement of their personal rights,"
said Hetrick, but there's been

little organized protest at Penn
State.
Steve Cronan of the Denver-based People for Smoker's
Rights, formed to combat
smoking restrictions, said he
"gets calls from kids all the
time" complaining about the
rules.
"But the action portion of
smokers' rights doesn't seem to
be that important to them.
Most smokers are easy-going or
apathetic. It takes an atomic
bomb to move them. My guess
is that's even more prevalent
among young people. Most of
our members are in their 40's,
50's and 60's."
"There's been no backlash
from students," said Longest.
"If anything, students are telling
their professors not to smoke."
"A few smokers are indignant, but most take it in stride,'
said Big Bend's Sly. "You sec
little groups of smokers now
hanging outside. You might
hear people get more upset the
colder it gets."
....
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*** KNOW ANY GREAT - PROFESSORS?
*

,***
4(

The Julian Ross Award for Excellence in Teaching was established in 1982 by the Alumni
*
Association of Allegheny College. The $1,000 award will be presented annually to an active *
*
member of the college faculty who has demonstrated true excellence in teaching. Dr. Ross, *
*
class
of 1923, was a professor of English at Allegheny for 43 years and also served as Dean
*
.
*
of Instruction from 1949 to 1966. For generations of Allegheny students, his life and work
*
represent the highest ideals of the teaching profession.
*
i
Nominations for the award are being sought from alumni and students of the college and
*
. may be made by submitting a letter to the Office of Alumni Affairs, Box 7. The letter should
*
include a narrative presentation explaining why this individual is being nominated, and
*
should be based on the following criteria for a good teacher: encourages independent
*
*
thinking; states clearly course goals and objectives; provides sympathetic and cor structive
*
*
assistance; communicates knowledge and abstract ideas clearly; inspiresinterest.and
*
enthusiasm; encourages questions and participation; prepares well for classes; possecses
*
*and excellent, up-to-date command of his or her specialities; demonstrates professional and *
j,personal integrity; exhibits fairness in devising and grading examinations ; prepares
*
*
*appropriate and challenging assignments and examinations; provides sound and reliable
*
academic
advising
Please
make
the
nomination
information
as
specific
as
possible,
citing
*
*
examples
where
appropriate.
4/K
*
Letters should be submitted to the Office of Alumni Affairs by March 1, 1989,' in printed or *
*
*
typed form, and should include student's name, address, class, major, courses taken from
*,
*
the nominee and relationship to the nominee.
*
*
A committee of faculty members, alumni, and students will review all letters of
*
*
nomination , Presentation of the award will be made in the spring term.
*
*
*
Previous recipients of the Julian Ross Award include:
*
*
1982 - Dr. Irwin N. Gertzog, Political Science
*
*
1983 - Dr. Charles B. Ketcham Religious Studies
*
* 1984 - Dr. Christine M. Nebiolo, Biology *
*
1985 - Dr. Samuel S. Harrison, Geology and Environmental Science
*
*
1986 - Professor Richard E. Kleeman, Art
*
*
1987
Dr.
Dieter
P.
Lotze,
Modern
Languages
*
*
1988
Dr.
Anthony
J.
LoBello,
Mathematics
*
*
*
*

due to the Office of Alumni Affairs;
Itiominations
*
*

.0(
**
Box 7, by March 1 1989
#4,-****************************************4_41-************4-44
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Week In Film
by Mary Evangelist and
Georgeanne Morin
If this weather has you
ready to pull out your halter
tops and clogs, remember-even a
beautiful day is a nice day to see
a movie, view a film, or
assimi late a series o f
strategically chosen moving
photographs. This week in
film:

Black Orpheus
dir. Marcel Camus
Thursday, Feb. 2
Camus shook the international film scene in 1959, with
this french film shot entirely in
Brazil. It is based on the classic
myth of Orpheus and Eurydice
but it is set in modern Brazil. It
received the Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film, and also
won best picture at both the
Venice and Cannes film festivals. The brilliant
cinematography creates an exotic
atmosphere. Paul Beckly of the
N.Y. Herald Tribune says that
this film is "the most sensuous
use of color I have ever seen on
film...it is not so much dressed
in color as created out of color."
It retains a certain reality of human drama as the actors and actresses are played by • nonprofessionals. As part of the
Philosophical Forum Film Series, the film will be shown at
8:30 Thursday. The location is
327 Prospect Ave.

The Battle of Algiers
dir: Gillo Pontecorvo
Italy 1966
Sunday, Feb. 5
Bosley Crowtler of the
N.Y. Times says of The Battle
of Algiers that "so realistically
is it enacted and so skillfully is
it photographed...that it looks to
be an expert compilation of
newsreel footage made at the
time." Potecorvo does this by
bringing together neo-realistic
documentary style footage illustrating an ideological point with
the Soviet montage editing.
The film chronicles the rise of
the nationalist movement in
Algeria, depicting systematic
torture and terrorist bombing
showing the suffering endured
on both sides. Showing that an
individual is separate from politics yet always intrinsically
linked to his/her cause, Potecorvo explores the ideologies in
conflict. No real characters
stand out instead the focus is on
the events. This film has been
heralded as a landmark
documentary that avoids melodrama and has been compared to
all time great Soviet filmmaker
Eistiens October. This is the
next film in Dr. Michaels' Film
as A Narrative Art class.
Showing times will be 8:00
p.m. on Sunday and 1:30 p.m.
on Tuesday. Both showings are
in the A.V. room of the library.

Meg Moats Photo

"The Trojan Women" -- in the Playshop through Saturday.

The Trojan Women
by Paul Ewing
Pleasure Editor
The Playshop Theatre
opened 1989 in a classic style.
Classical Greek style. The very
much student involved Production of Euripedes" "The
Trojan Women" is under the
direction of Communication
Arts Professor John Hanners.
The production, although it
has a few lead characters, draws
its strength from the women of
Troy. The chorus in this Greek
drama is used very well to get a

tone and mood for the show.
Even before they are seen
on stage, the Trojan Women can

be heard rhythmically clapping.
They start then, and keep
throughout the show a steady
rhythm. They keep the show
flowing. It's hard to imagine
the production working without
the chorus being used this way.
The rhythm is very musical. Which is good because at
one point they sing. The
rhythm is utilized in the choreography of the chorus' movements. Where traditionally, the
chorus would stand still on the

side and say their lines, in this
production they were very active. The positive effect this
had is immeasurable.
Suzanne Carmack Choreographed the show, under Han-

ners Supervision, as her Senior
Comprehension Project. She
did a very good job. The choreography wasn't quite dancing,
but in scenes where the women
were moving around in circles
and up and down and stamping
their feet and clapping their
hands, it flowed as if they were
dancing.
The flowing of the chorus'
action was the show's strong
point. Unfortunately, there were
times in which they were just
watching the play. If the
women were standing around,

but were somehow being played
off of by the soldiers or b y
continued on page 12

Chestnut Brass
by Gillian Thomas
Staff Writer
What is the Chestnut Brass
Company? It is a group of five
young and vibrant musicians,
whose talent cover four centuries
and 100 different brass instruments. Masters of the Renaissance, Baroque, and Classical
periods, modern Jazz and Blues
are still within their repertoire.
Started as an informal street
band, they now tr a v el
extensively in the U.S., having
performed at Wolf Trap and on
the Today's Artists Series. They
are the only known ensemble in
the world who regularly performs on both historic and
modern brasses, and who carries
almost all their instruments
with them.
Despite their humble origins on a Philadelphia street,
they are now at home in the traditional recital halls as well as
in a festival ground or city park,
bringing a wide variety of music
wherever they perform, dazzling
their audience with the unique
sound of brass.
Public Affairs Photo

The Chestnut Brass Company, who will be performing in Shafer
Auditorium at 8:15 on Saturday, as part of the Centerstage
Series.

Each season, the CBC tours
the U.S., giving over 100 concerts and workshops. They have
appeared several times at Wolf
Trap and on the Today's Artists

Series, and were invited to perform in Rome, Munich and DiI ion. Because of their expertise
on brasses, their experience as
performers and their remarkable
variety of music and instruments, Musical America named
the members of CBC " Young
Artists to Watch."
The ensemble has developed
a remarkably popular appeal
through their performance of
vintage Civil War compositions, Joplin rags, and jazz arrangements. Audience response
is enthusiastic whether they are
presenting an unusual new suite
by a contemporary classical
composer, or their own arrangements of popular themes
and blues.
The members-- Bruce
Barrie, Terry Everson, Marian
Hesse, David Vining, and Jay
Krush-- pride themselves on
their ability to perform in a wide
variety of situations and places,
and are always searching for new
and interesting music to bring to
their audiences. Pieces such as
Vivaldi string concerti transcribed for brass, Gershwin favorites or the unique sound of
virtuoso brass.
The Chestnut Brass Company will be performing at Allegheny College on February 4,
1989 at 8:15 in Shafer
Auditorium.
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On A Quest For
The Largest Pen
by Mary Evangeliste
Guest Writer_
Right now, I'm writing my
comp. It's about three women
artists who at one time were involved with the French Surrealist Group and then moving to
Mexico, matured as artists.
Well this isn't really it but it's
that one catch all sentence that
must be used when dealing with
non-comp people. Because a
comp is a strange thing 3 mind
you. It makes one think strange
thoughts.
Remedios Varo, who is one
of my three women, believes
that through her art she "is trying to find that string which
runs through everything." I,
too, seem to be in search of that
string although from prior
experiences it doesn't seem all
that worthwhile. I've watched
friends fall on all sides--mental
institutions, drug rehab., or just
by their own choice--dropping
out. No they ain't turning on,
tuning in and dropping out. No
one who's tuned in drops out,
though I've been tempted. In
some ways I have dropped out,
I've become my own worst
nightmare and am a student
consumed in comp. I think
about it all day and dream of it
at night, like maybe they're
some truths' to be found. But
Lloyd Cole said it first, " The
truth is there's nothin' to b e
found and wits they come three
to the pound."

:t for does it lie in anything based
on the Market System, meaning
any consumable commodity.
Jenny Holzer created a billboard
that says, "If you cannot produce
we will no longer feed you." So
in our system people are not
people they are consumers.
That is why in some small
protest I will wear my corduroys
'til the knees wear out.
Sometimes I feel guilty because I'm so afraid of protests.
I'm afraid of motives and I'm
afraid at how much our college
looks like a college.
Where I come from men arc
steel workers, factory workers,
and construction workers. They
are big brawny men. I am feminist. I am not a feminist because I'm afraid I will ever be
hurt by these men. I'm a feminist because I enjoy playing
pool and drinking beers with
men who drink more than me.
I'm a feminist 'cause I love these
men. And I have faith in them.

with thinking your lifestyle is
the best lifestyle.
There is no respect or
dignity left in the modern world.
No sense of place. Economists
say that if a bread factory closes
and a drill press opens then the
employee has a chance for a job
there, be it 10 miles or 100
miles away. Things don't really
work that way. I will never be
able to live around my parents.
Not with the major I have.
There isn't much of a market for
art history in Jeannette, PA. It's
wonderful to say I love my parents. It's refreshing to hear it
inside my own head. They are
noble beings with sincere reasoning behind why they do
things. I strive to be more like
them. I have finally come to
the understanding that they are
not the people I'm fighting
against.
My mother firmly believes
in the Christopher movement.
It is the simple belief that if you
light a candle in your corner of
the world it will help others
light theirs and all together the
world will be a brighter place.
There I go again with those
naive thoughts. Thank God for
naivety.

In the dictionary feminism
is defined as "the equality of
men and women." I am not a
conservative feminist nor am I a
radical feminist. Or maybe I am
very radical because I believe
that spiritually we must revamp
ourselves. WE MUST QUESTION THE QUESTIONS!
I believe in good and bad. It's 55 degrees on January People that are kind are good,
30. ,There are bright orange people who like power are bad. ,
garbage cans in the lobby of the I trust my mother's sense. If I
post office. I don't know where bring someone home who my
my garbage goes. I live in a mother doesn't' care for very
mannered age. I'm so tired. We much it's pretty inevitable that
all fight against nature when they will not play a big role in
'Cause deep in my little nature is all we have. I saw a my life. My mother believes in
naive heart I know there is a performance once where Laurie dignity and she has tried to teach '
thread that ties everything to- Anderson flashed in big me.
gether. I am on a quest not a computer letters "You Connect
I am a failure in this socivery noble one I might add. I the Dots." I hope someday I
am too weak of a person and I'm will find a pen with enough ink ety. I don't want to invest,
spend or gain. I just want to
sure if I lived long ago, my tribe to connect all the dots.
live.
I am a failure in most
or community would have oustMy friend said the other senses of the word but in some
ed me.
day, "Freedom is wanting to do way I gain strength for knowing
I know for sure that this what you have to do." I agree
that. I guess I'll keep looking
thread does not lie in sarcasm, with that, freedom has nothing for that string that ties all things
however big or small. Nor does to do with running away. Free- together and hope I don't hurt
it lie in condescending behavior. dom definitely has nothing to do anyone in the mean time.
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Trojan Women
continued from page

another character it worked well.
The best example of this is
when Helen, played by Susan
Hart, was trying to leave Troy.
The women wouldn't let her get
past them. No words were
spoken in the short action, but
the reactions of the women and
of Hecuba, played by Brooke
Fulton, to Helen showed how
much of an uncaring woman she
really was. It was very subtle.
Something that Greek Drama
isn't known for.
Greek drama usually brings
to mind people in robes saying
highly structured speeches that
tell the audience everything that
is happening, and everything
that is going to happen. There
is no suspense. Everything that
the gods Poseidon and Pallas
Athene say will come to pass,
comes to pass. The Greeks believed very strongly in fate.
Things would happen that were
supposed to happen, and not
even the gods could stop it.
This is usually a drawback
to Greek drama. The historical
context, especially t h e
mythology associated with it
should be known by the audience. I wasn't completely sure
on the entire Greek mythological history that leads to the Trojan War.
The war centers around
Paris, who is supposed to marry
the most beautiful woman
known. He is promised this by
a love/lust Goddess Athene.
She selects Helen, who i s
married to the king of Sparta.
Paris, who is related to the
Trojan royalty, takes the Trojan
army to take Helen from Greece
to Troy. This starts the war.
Being in the audience and
not knowing this information,
can be confusing. It's not always easy to pick it out of the
dialogue. It isn't, however,
anything that can't be overcome.
It can be slightly annoying not
to know why the characters act
as they do, but the play can be
viewed in a more contemporary
context as a city, and a group of
women whose men and children
have been slaughtered, and who

•

••
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are about to become slaves of
some sort. Emotions transcend
time and place.
And that is something that
this production tries to do. This
is seen in the technical aspects
of the show. The set isn't what
one would expect from ancient
Greece. There are no large pillars anywhere. Actually, the set
uses the space very well. The
action is not in the city of Troy,
but just outside of it and the
openness of the set shows that.
The Kim Hartshorn design uses
angles and depth perception to
create the image of an ocean,
with boats in the background. It
worked very well. It actually,
when properly lighted looked
like boats in the ocean.
The theater itself was part
of the design. There is a ramp
leading from stage to the floor
on which the Greek soldiers enter from town. Troy is located
in the back of the house. The
soldiers come and go from the
side theater entrances. It's an
effective technique when the
soldiers walk by, carrying the
dead boy.
Another modern technical
aspect that works well is the
computer generated faces of the
gods Poseidon and Pallas
Athene. They are the opening
speeches of the play. They set
the tone and give the background. The huge faces looming behind the stage gives a
good sense to the idea that they
are gods. That they have control
over and at the same time removed from the action.
Even with the modern techniques and approaches, it is always clear what era in which the
play takes place. If it's not the
language, it's the costumes.
The rags on the women of Troy
is a little thing, but it makes a
major difference. In a city under
siege of war the women
wouldn't be wearing clear white
togas, they would wear whatever
was around. Like rags.
There are some minor
problems in this production due
to the play itself, and how accessible it really is. But they
are for the most part overcome
and the play flows and is entertaining.
"The Trojan Women" runs
February 2, 3, and 4 at 8:15
p.m. Tickets are free to Allegheny students.

859 Water St.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR fl

333-2044
BALLOONS

ayy

COSTUMES

POSITION

BY LORI

SEND A NOTE TO BOH 60

DON'T MISS OPPORTUNITY'S KNOCK!!

•

Meadville,
PA 16335

DEADLINE: SAT. FEB. 4,1989

(By the
downtown
mall)
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Starring
Judd
Nelson

From The Hip

"The Bonfires of the Vanities" by Tom
Wolfe. Paperback edition, published by
Bantam Books, available at the Bookstore
for $5.95
by Michael T. Murphy
Staff Writer
Tom Wolfe, who has
chronicled everything in American society from abstract art
(The Painted Word) to modern
architecture (From Bauhaus to
Our House) to the birth of the
space program (The Right
Stuff), has turned to the lifestyle
of the rich and shallow for his
first work of fiction. The Bonfire of the Vanities, Wolfe's
eleventh book, is the tale of
Sherman McCoy, a thirtysome-.
thing Wall Street bond trader.
McCoy epitomizes the greedy
attitudes of the Reagan Era.
Despite his $1 million per year
income, his $48,000 Mercedes
and his $2.6 million apartment
leave him feeling financially
burdened. It is the $1 million
balloon payment for his apartment that is his biggest worry,
until his Park Avenue/Wall
Street world comes crashing
down upon him, in of all places,
the Bronx.
McCoy, who fancies himself a "Master of the Universe,"
becomes the "Great White Defendant" when he is accused of
hit-and-run driving. His downfall begins when he takes a
wrong turn off the highway, after picking up his mistress,
Maria Ruskin, at Kennedy
International Airport. Finding
themselves in the South Bronx,
the couple drive around in circles
before finding an opportunity to
get back to the highway. Seeing the onramp, McCoy races
his car to safety. They drive
into an ambush set up by two
black youths, and a confrontation ensues. With Maria now at
the wheel, they speed off despite
a strange "thok!" against the car.
The plot shifts back and
forth between McCoy's
Manhattan and the criminal justice system of the Bronx. McCoy's Bronx counterpart is
working slob assistant D.A.
Lawrence Kramer. Kramer's
world is something of a war
zone. His apartment is tiny but
expensive ($888 a month), he
commutes by subway, and he's
harassed by everyone. Wolfe is
effective when contrasting the
lifestyles of the McCoys and the

■
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by Marti Gunther
Copy Editor

Kramers. The McCoys' apartment is fourteen rooms, the
Kramers' is three. The McCoys" six year old daughter goes
to the very best school, the
Kramers' baby is nursed at home
by a nanny that sleeps on the
living room sofa and is paid for
by in-laws.

From the Hip can be best
described as St. Elmo's Fire
meets Legal Eagles.
Judd Nelson plays Robin
'Stormy' Weathers, a self-promoting, anxious young lawyer.
On his very first case, Weathers
and the opposing lawyer conspire to make themselves look
good in court. They stretch out
for several days, a simple lawsuit concerning an insulted
banker. Weathers wins his defendant's case, saving h i m
$50,000. By creating their own
opportunities, the two lawyers
gain the attention of their superiors and long awaited promotions.
Although Weathers is an
outstanding success with the
public, his peers are less than
amused and accept a no-win
murder case for him. Douglas
Benoit (John Hunt), an English

There is not much sympathy, on the readers' part, for
much of what happens to the
main characters. Moreover, it
seems that Wolfe has little
sympathy for them. Even the
minor players in the story, activist Reverend Reginald Bacon,
tabloid writer Peter Farrow, and
Maria Ruskin are satirized. Bacon is a demagogue and specializes in political pressure and
misusing social service money.
Farrow is an alcoholic writing
for a Rupert Murdoch-like mudslinging tabloid. Sexpot Maria
plays Daisy to McCoy's Gatsby
and brings about his downfall,
while getting away free and easy
herself.
Where Wolfe fails most
noticeably, though, is in his
portrayal of women and minorities. Women serve as mere foils
for their male counterpart and,
other than Maria, none of them
significantly impact the plot.
The blacks fair no better, they
are just as superficially treated as
the women. Their walk i s
termed "the Pimp Roll," and despite the fact that every facet of
Manhatten is described in
minute detail, Wolfe refuses to
bring the reader into the tenement buildings of the Bronx.
Despite the fact than Bonfire reads like miniseries fodder,
Wolfe appears to be attempting
to write a classic. Wolfe's endeavors at social realism are
reminiscent of Dickens, the plot
echoes Fitzgerald's The Great
Gatsby, and there is even an allusion to Edgar Allan Poe.
Only time will tell if Bonfire is
to become one of the definitive
works to emerge out of the
1980's, but it is unlikely that it
will. Nonetheless, Wolfe's
writing style has always lent itself to fiction and the plot is
compelling, the result is that
Bonfire is his most successful
undertaking yet.

Weathers, with the help of
his girlfriend (Elizabeth
Perkins), is now forced to reevaluate his ethics and morals
thus achieving new respect
among his colleagues. And the
'yuppie missionaries' live
happily ever after.
Nelson has come a long
way" since The Breakfast Club,
although it's still somewhat difficult to see him as a lawyer.
Essentially, he is still a wisecracking, risk taker, except now
he wears a suit.
From the Hip is entertaining, but realistic. It is hard to
believe any judge would allow
Weathers' stunts and antics in
the courtroom. However, it is
for this same reason there are no
boring and drawn out trial scenes
for the audience to sit through.
From the Hip isn't boring,

but what exactly is it? The first
hour is complete comedy and
fun and then it takes an almost
instant turn to suspense. The
last hour is devoid of one-liners
and the previous exploits that
made Weathers famous. Both
halves are good, it just seems
like you've watched two movie
plots instead of one.
John Hunt's performance as
a murder suspect is very gripping. He, unlike Nelson, is
very believable and convincing
in his performance. He adds the
intensity needed for the final
scenes.
The ending, although not
important, is confusing and the
audiences never really figures
out what 'Stormy' Weathers' fate
will be. From the Hip is just
one of several films directed to
the college crowd. It's fun, but
by no means is it going to become a classic.

The Week In Film

Au Revoir Les Enfants
dir. Louis Malle
1983
Feb. 3,4,5
Academy Theater 8:00

Louis Malle's Au Revoir
Le-s Enfants is an
autobiographical account of the
most important day in his
childhood. While attending an
exclusive Catholic boarding
school in Nazi-occupied France,
he meets and befriends a young
Jewish boy who is being hid
there. Their adolescent adventures are suddenly ended with the
boys discovery and arrest. Malle
portrays with alarming
poignancy his first encounter
with full-scale cruelty and hatred. The occupying German
forces are depicted as seemingly
ordinary human beings, making
their anti-Semitic actions all the
more irrational and horrific. The
courage and dignity of the
priests not only provides a
moving contrast to the Nazis
but also those Frenchmen who
are collaborating with the Nazis
and are responsible for the be-

11W

trayal.
Beautifully pho- dy/thriller has been called, "a
tographed, Au Revoir Les Enfants is a devastating and heart ' mixture of Luis Bunuel, Alfred
felt portrait of friendship and Hitchcock, and Hieronymous
Bosch." Through his use of
lost innocence.
shocking imagery, Paul Verhoeven creates an altered world,
The 4th Man
bursting with funny and erotic
dir: Paul Verhoeven
,
characters and adventures.
Feb. 6
Stylishly
photographed, The 4th
Shafer Auditorium 8:00 p.m.
Man is an excellent example of
This bisexual come- the contemporary Dutch cinema.

ewinter

at the Days Inn
THURSDAY NIGHTS
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
PIZZA
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
9-11

D.J . EVERY NIGHT THURSDAY - SATURDAY FROM 10pm-2am!
MUST HAVE PROPER I.D. TO GET IN
tr
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**JOHNNY B's**
WINGS
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
9-11

professor facing murder charges,
chooses the newly popular and
overwhelmed Weathers to defend
him.
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MESSAGE FROM TIM AND PAUL

: Hi. Tim and Paul here again. There is a new
breeze flowing through SIMPLE PLEASURES. We are a kinder, gentler section than we once were.
The old Top 10 list was offensive. We bagged it. We now have the new, the improved, the get
more laughs for your money, Top 11 list. It's good clean fun. The kind of thing you can read
to your mother over the phone. Timoteo does everyweek, and his mother loves it. Remember this
is the last week to enter the dating service. Fill out those forms and mail them in. "Ask Tim
and Paul" will be back. So keep those questions coming. Happy Groundhogs Day. Long live
Allegheny Altan. Build the statue. Keep hope alive. Rename Walker-Annex. Keep hope alive.
Thank you.
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• Allegheny Altan

ipate in this year's festivities.
"We figured
there was no sun out so she couldn't see her
shadow. We've had a light winter anyways,"
they collectively said.
In a message prepared by her inner circle,
Altan said, "Relax, it's not the Greenhouse
Effect. Only an early spring Thank you."

4

The recent good weather is no fluke,
according to Allegheny Altan who did not see
her shadow early this morning. ("Sure, there
• may be some snow coming," said Timoteo,
• coordinator of the annual Groundhog's D a y
al festivities.
"But Allegheny Altan has never
-failed.")
"Hear ye, hear ye, to all true believers here
in the nameless hill between Arter and Quigley ,
at 7:32 am this morning, her majesty stood tall
() and proud. however, she failed to see her own
(1) shadow," said Timoteo.
"The queen of a 11
r% groundhogs has returned to her burrow to
• celebrate. There will be an Early Spring."
Altan who is not quite as well known as she
once was, plans to play a big part in All
2000. That hill on which her burrow lies will
/ be officially known as Altan Hill.
Walker• Annex
Annex may be renamed for our rodent friend
4 as well.
•
Allegheny Altan is kept year round in a
cage in third floor Bentley, which explains the
alodor coming from up there.
On February 1st,
Altan is moved, by her inner circle of Timoteo
and Pablo, and some administrators who wish to
() remain anonymous, to her heated and well
)lighted burrow. Her burrow is fully equipped ,
• (funding from ASG), with a microwave, a
() refrigerator, and a complete stereo system.
"Fun?" stated a professor going to his eight
o'clock. "It is and it isn't."
Mr. and Mrs. Al Levine, class of '38, drove
down from Gardner Massachusetts to panic- ,C)
loG) ,
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Top 11 List
The Top 11 worries
6) Winning the
of Allegheny
dinner with Tim and
students
Paul
1) Drug testing
seniors when they
turn in their comps
2) The mascot will
be changed back to
the Allegheny
Methodists
3) Tone Loc is
Spring concert opens with and
does three encores
of the "Wild Thing"
4) Hee Haw HoeDown
5) Allegheny 2000
new indoor track
and athletic
facilities to be
housed in the
Downtown Mall

7) Mom writes cute
little sayings on
your care packages
8) Astronomy,
Psych 110, and Corn
Arts 130 are closed
for seniors third
term
9) My bow doesn't
match my socks
10) Custom loses
contract - serve
perogies at least
every ten days
11) (Bonus for ASG

trivia buffs) Jerry
lamurri is next in
line once Dan Maloy
is impeached

The Valentine Day Massacre, or the meet somebody on a blind date
computer-like dating service. That is the official name of our list, and you can
become a part of it. All you need to do is fill out the survey and return it to box
12 by Monday, Feburary 6th. Include your box number and your name. We
will try to give you the box numbers and first names of the top three people that
you are compatible with; according to our results. The rest is up to you. Who
knows, you might even fall in love. At the very least you can meet someone new
Hey guys, the girls are really out numbering you in entries. So if you're a male,
your chances of meeting a young female are very high. Ladies don't be scared,
keep sending in those forms. Thanks.
1. Are you:
1. Male 2. Female
2. You consider yourself:
1. calm, cool, always in
control.
2. Alive, full of fun
3. Quiet and sensitive
4. None of these
3. People say I am:
1. Very good looking
2. Better than average
3. Average
4. Less than average
4. I would rate my sex appeal:
1. Ten
2. Eight or nine
3. Six or seven
4. Five or below
5. What would you prefer to do

7. How important is it to you
to have a lot of money (wealth)
someday?
1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Somewhat important
4. Not important
8. When kissing I:
1. Keep my eyes open
2. Keep them closed
3. Both
4. Never paid any attention
9. Does it bother you when
others smoke?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Sometimes
10. Clothes and personal
appearance are:
1. Very important
2. Slightly important
3. Not important

on a first date?
1. Go to a movie
2. Have quiet
dinner/hangout
3. Party
4. McKinley/SNL
6. What kind of music do you
most like to listen to?
1. Pop
2. Country
3. Rap
4. Rock

11. In regards to alcoholic
beverages I:
1. "Love" to drink
2. Drink occasionally
3. Drink rarely
4. Do not drink alcohol

Name
Box #

•

12. How intelligent are you?
1. Very intelligent (genious
or near genius)
2. Above average intelligence
S
3. Average intelligence
ink
4. Below average intelli- Nal
gence
13. Physical attractiveness is:
1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Somewhat important
4. Not important
14. When engaging in sexual
activities, I insist on safe sex:
1. Always
2. Mostly
3. If convenient
4. Seldom, only at partner'::
insistence
5. Never

Ark
:4 1

.•41

•

15. Would you consider
interracial dating?
1. Yes
2. No
If no what is your race?41#

PERS ON9lf_S
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New Videos are now
available at the CC information
In addition to the above Desk:
About Last Night
workshops ACS will also offer a
The Big Chill
LOTUS 1-2-3 workshop which is
Ferris Beuller's Day Off
scheduled as follows:

H-

To the hot girl in my my- Why is it that the most attractive
thology class and the girl who is women here on campus hang-out
Reality is the sum total of all natu- NOT afreshman in my ES 110 class: with the biggest, ugliest guys who
ral and scientific laws. It differs
you're awesome! ...Now have mohawks?
only in the way we perceive it, due you can't say you never got one!
It's A Wonderful Life (color)
to our different personalities. But I
Wyssian 110 may be subtitled 'Intro
The Maltese Falcon
Workshop #4
just can' tfOrure out where the s ledgeM*A*S*H
7-9pm M,W Feb. 6 and 8
to Purgatory s...but German 110 is
hogs fit into all of this.
A Nightmare on Elm Street Ill
Sci?
TITLED "`Welcome to Heir
Pink Floyd: The Wall
No, I think that's
(And we're NOT kidding)
Interested students must
The Princess Bride
LevelTwofhter, havesword, will
SIGH
Ger. 110 sign up for these workshops at
Eddie
Murphy Raw
travel, seeking D9 t andfeffow playthe tutors' office in the MicrocomRunning
Scared
ers. Respond to Box 314.
Ka- Kft. 'Get a shot off fast. This upsets him puter Center on the ground floor
The
Terminator
I do not speak, like my long enough to let you make your of Pelletier Library. All of the
Throw Momma From The Train
Chippy,
father etc...I'm so glad, I'm so glad, secondshotperfect.' --RA.5-feinfein workshops will be held in the
Top Gun
Pelletier microcomputer labs.
'Pain...
I'm so glad out lucky number was 4
Trading Places
How I wish that things had never and no t 43. Ouch! I talked to HIM.
took change.
Frankfurter's Protest! You can
0
Playing with hearts is such a danger- wear tie dyes and they'll approve.'
$2.00 Off
1
House for Sale
1
ous game...
any pizza order.
Love, Peace, d'
On
the
edge
of
campus
And I don't thinkI can maintain the
One coupon Per °row
Shit Yerry(Loomis St.)
Expires 2/28/89
1
strain.'
D,A,IG o Lou Lou
Not g000 wan caner specials
Very reasonably priced.
(Tony! Toni! Tone!)
Perfect for 4-5 students.
Call u*!
0
Know what I mean? OK Dana it's been a month...Get Call 332-3971 for more info or
O
your HOT condiments out of my leave your name and number.
z4
1
K0
car!
N
9-fey, babe! How's tricks?
Our drivers carry less than $20.00
0
Academic Computing
1
Limited delivery area.
0.
Sorry if I've been lacking in provid•
•
Domino's Pau. Inc
'It's worked so far, but we're not Services will offer the following
is aim us or of West um as was ad
esa as au ow as Nor Ise
ing spontaneous communication
workshops this term. They are
out yet.'
tr
......1111111•111111••• ■■ =111111111•11•1............. 1
lately, but people have been threatdesigned to introduce users to
$2.00 Off
ening to waste my son. You mate,
the Microcomputer Labs, the
any pizza order.
Watstar computer network and
rock,..selectivelu, I hope, and please,
ox
One coupon per order.
writing
with
the
WordPerfect
word
a
I beg you.„NEVERon Tuesdays ! ! !
Only time shall tea:
1
Exc... 2/28/89
processing
program.
Not
good
wart
other
speceits
Love,
Free expression is not OILY
Andy
Call us!
action,
Workshop #1
But thought as weal
7-9pm T, Th Feb. 7 and 9
Katherine,
gill
Workshop #2
Thanks for cleaning up the
7-9pm M, W Feb. 13 and 15
Ow drivers carry iess than $20.00
sink you are an angel.
Landed delivery area.
9-fey ALPHA GAMS, have a great
Workshop #3
•
01988 Domino's Fuza. inc
From Everyone on 'Third Walker week
7-9pm M,W Feb. 20 and 22
r-ll'alli-11110aiill IN OM OM IN 111 ICS Ili IN MI MI lall IS OM
0
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by Carl Garrett
Staff Writer
Keith Richards
Keith Richards, former guitarist of the immortal Rolling
Stones, launches what should be
a very successful solo career
with this eponymous effort.
Richards is not about to
follow the example of his illustrious former bandmate, Mick
Jagger, who has thus far ended
up wallowing in the mire of
mainstream pop, with understandably dubious results.
Instead, Richards chooses to
stick to his roots, with a hard
edged, rocking sound that's a
success from the first riff. It's
reminiscent of the Stones at
times, such as during
"Rockawhile," and "I Could
Have Stood You Up," but you
never get the feeling that this is
just a Stones release sans Jagger. This is Richard's album all
the way, right down to his own
appropriately dirty-edged vocals.
Only once does the album
was commercial, with the
slightly pop-ballad-ish "Make
No Mistake." Ho w ev er,
"Locked Away" proves that he
can be mellow with good taste.
For those of you who have
despaired of ever finding a genuinely rocking album in this day
and age, look no further. This
will probably hold you over until Mick Jagger realizes what a
flop his solo career has been and
tries to get the Stones back together.

Duran Duran:
Thing

Big

To start off, this is not
quite the band that brought you
such classics as "Hungry Like
The Wold," or "Rio," back in
the mid 80's. They're two men
smaller (as they were on their
last 1p, Notorious), and their
sound has undergone a radical
facelift.
Duran Duran has taken the
jangly-progressive streak that
infiltrated Notorious a good

by Berke Breathed
AH„.
HAVE YOU
EVER HEART
776 377NY /wow77/6 LION ANO
NE MOUSE

t/F677ME5UPPLY OF RANCID
P'INC7-POYV05'
PZEASE

Okay, I know you're all
thinking to yourselves, "Oh,
God, Carl's really scraping for
material." But hear me out.
This album is mostly a
compilation of mainstream new
music, with a pop song or two
and some instrumentals thrown
in along the way.
The most easily recognizable tune on the album is naturally the title song, an exercise
in commercial pop that worked
better when coupled with images
of exploding cars and other
sundry carnage. The Alarm's
"Rescue Me" and One Nation's
"My Commitment," also have a
good deal of that "let's make a
hit" feel to them in them.
The soundtrack fares better
with songs by the more
substantial new-rock sounds of
Timbuk 3, the dB's, and Restless Sleepers. Ranking Roger's
"One Minute Closer" is a n
energetic progressive pop tune
to which his Caribbean-inflected
vocals add a unique dimension.
The album also includes two
instrumentals by Peter Bernstien; the fast-paced "besieged,"
and sorrowful "Riff."
I can't recommend this album to any one group, for if
you enjoy one aspect of the album, you may be iffy on the
rest. However, if you're a wellrounded type of listener, or a
pop fan trying to break ne w
ground, check it out.
a
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many steps further to produce an
energetic progressive pop sound.
It's similar to Information Society and New Order for those of
you who need a point of reference. It's a unique enough
variation, however, to make this
album its own.
It's a quality variation, too.
There's more here than dancepop fluff, though progressive
enthusiasts may find it a bit
commercialized for their tastes.
The rest of you, however, might
find it a good way to help rid
yourselves of that "P-work"
phobia.
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Will be holding a rather unsophisticated meeting Friday
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care. We're mean bastards aren't we. And we like it.
•
,4nd you will too. Remember to say u limoteo sent me.lhanks
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Soccer Captures CMU
Indoor Tourney Title
by Jeff Wuchenich
Sports Co-Editor
Sparked by a balanced offense and a stingy defense, the
Allegheny Men's Soccer team
won its first-ever championship
in an indoor soccer tournament
over the weekend. Allegheny
joined nine other teams at
Carnegie Mellon University for
the team's first competition of
the indoor season.
The teams were divided into
two divisions of five teams
each. Schools would play each
divisional opponent once. The
top two teams in each division
would then move to the playoffs for single elimination play.
The Gators opened with a 22 tie against Hiram, following
with a 4-0 shutout of the
Carnegie Mellon B-Team. The
men finished with two more
ties, 0-0 with the Carnegie
Mellon alumni team, and 1-1
with Frostburg (MD). The
Gator's 1-0-3 record was good
for five points and second place
in the division behind the CMU
Alumni team.
In the first round of the
play-offs, Allegheny faced the
winner of the other division,
Carnegie Mellon's A-Team.
After regulation and overtime
play, the score stood at 3-3.
The Gators won the ensuing
shootout, and the match, 4-3.
Scoring for Allegheny from the
penalty stripe were Chris
Valchef, Scott Falso, Jason
Garrison, and Carlos Escalante.

In the meantime, Pitt had beaten
the CMU Alumni in the other
semi-final.
In the finals, the Gators triumphed over Pitt 2-1 on a goal
by Scott Gilbert and a tip-in by
Escalante for the game-winner.
Head Coach Marty Goldberg
credited goalkeeper Rob Stowell
with an excellent performance in
the nets in the championship.
"Rob played very well. He
pulled some great shots out that
should have been goals."
Goldberg expressed his
happiness with the team's overall play. "They played a supper
tournament, just a terrific job.
And everyone contributed.
There were no turkeys out there.

3ptItilEt
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Tammy Bachman

by Shelley Brown
Sports Co-Editor

Tammy Bachman, the only
senior female swimmer for the
Gators, has been an integral part
of the Allegheny women's swim
team for four years.
A graduate o f Butler High
School in Pennsylvania, Bachman has been a Gator mainstay
for Coach Tom Erdos. In her
four years at Allegheny, Bachman has qualified for the National Meet each year. Bachman
has already qualified for this
year's National meet in the 200
breast stroke. She will also be
swimming in the 100 breast
stroke and another event of ErWe shot very well-- every for- dos' choosing at the National
ward scored a goal, and so did meet (once a swimmer qualifies
some of our backs."
for the National meet in one
"We were really excited," event, they are automatically
Goldberg continued. "This was qualified for two other events).
the first championship Alleghe- Her goal for this year's National
ny has ever won in indoor soc- meet is to place in the top eight.
cer, and we played against some Bachman's best finish at
good competition. We beat a Nationals was her freshman year
Big East team [Pitt] for the when she placed fifth in the 200
championship. This was espe- breast stroke.
cially pleasing considering we
Bachman credits much of
had young players-- only two her success to Erdos "who made
juniors, two sophomores, and her work hard." Bachman scent
seven freshmen. This will give on to say, "Coach (Erdos) wants
them some experience and some everyone to do their best. He's
confidence, and improve every- hard on us but he sees us as his
one's ball skills."
family. I know he'd be there for
Goldberg stated the team any of us if we needed him."
has a few more tournaments
Bachman feels her junior
coming this term, including year was her favorite year here in
possible appearances at Malone Gatorland. "The team was very
and Fredonia.
close last year--we were like a
family," Bachman said.

Swimmer Tammy Bachman

Public Affairs Photo

Swimming is not the only Academics are Bachman's main
area which keeps Bachman busy priority at Allegheny and she
throughout the year. Academi- believes that is how it should be
cally, her psychology major and for any student-athlete.
biology minor keep her hands
Upon graduation Bachman
full, as do her pile of extracurricular activities which include is not quite sure of what she
being a Resident Advisor in will do, although a career in
Brooks Hall and one of the three teaching Elementary Education
leaders of the Fellowship of is an area which she may exChristian Athletes organization. , plore.

You dorit need your patents' money
to buy a Niacintosh.
Just their simature

Which gives you and your parents plenty of time
for you in just a few weeks.
It's never been difficult for students to convince
to
decide just who pays for it all.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer
hardship. No application fee.
..
at school.
Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
Introducing Apple's
as
many as 10 years.
another thing altogether.
Student Loan-to-Own Program
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-toOwn Program. An ingenious loan program that makes
Computer Center
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application at the location
Reis Hall
listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your parents
need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it.
If they qualify, they'll receive a check
©1988 Apple
Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Proposition 42 Draws Fire
College Press Service
Freshmen athletes at the
biggest sports schools in the
country will have to pay their
own tuition if they don't have
certain standardized test scores or
grade point averages, the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAC) decided at its
annual convention Jan. 14.
The measure-- known as
Proposition 42-- provoked a furious storm of protest from
some coaches who argued it will
keep students who use sports as
a way to get an otherwise unaffordable college education off
campuses.
"What I am a little sick of
is people excluding young people from things," said Georgetown University basketball
coach John Thompson, who
walked off the court during a
Jan. 14 game against Boston
College and refused to coach in a
Jan 18 game against Providence
College to protest the new rule.
NCAA reformers, on the
other hand, cast it as a way to
keep colleges from exploiting
young athletes.
Currently, freshmen can't
participate on NCAA Division I
teams if their Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores are below 700, their ACT (American
College Testing program) score
is below 15 and they didn't
graduates from high school with
at least a 2.0 GPA in certain
core courses.
Yet the freshmen remain o n'
scholarship their first year while
they try to bring up their grades.
Under the new rule, colleges
would be prohibited from keeping the students on athletic
scholarships if they don't have
the grades to compete.
The NCAA estimates that
90 percent of the 600 students
affected when the rule goes into
effect in Fall, 1990, will b e
black.
"You're not solving a problem by saying a young man is
not qualified for a scholarship
because he doesn't have 700 on
his SAT," Thompson fumed.
4111•1=11

Reacting to scandals i n
which four-year athletes were
graduating as illiterates or were
not graduating at all, the
NCAA, led by its Presidents
Commission, has been raising
academic standards for athletes
throughout the decade,hoping to
keep kids who were unprepared
for college off campuses and to
assure that college sports were
played by "true students."
Proposition 42, NCAA assistant director Dave Cawood
said, was "a means to strengthen
the academic entrance requirement for freshmen."
Thompson, too, thought
"many of the proponents of
Prop 42 may have laudatory
academic and athletic goals in
mind."
The rule was proposed and
fueled, critics say, by Vince
Dooley, the athletic director at
the University of Georgia, and
other Southeastern Conference
(SEC) officials.
Georgia officials allegedly
told Dooley to stop recruiting
academically unprepared athletes
in the aftermath of losing a
lawsuit to Jan Kemp, who had
been fired for complaining she'd
been pressured to pass athletes
enrolled in her remedial studies
classes.
But Dooley's opponents
were still recruiting such athletes. To keep competition
even, Dooley convinced the
whole SEC to observe the same
recruiting rules he did, and then
helped sponsor Proposition 42
to get all NCAA schools to do
so.
The reaction was quick.,
"It's a racist rule," said
Temple University basketball
coach John Chaney. "For an
athletic association to dream up
a nightmare for black youngsters
is totally insane."
"I'm not black, I have
nothing to gain," said Louisiana
State Basketball coach Dale
Brown. "But you have to call it
for what it is. What they're
saying is 'we have a colored water fountain here, a white one
here. We'll allow you to drink
from the white one if you pass
this test.' It's really disgusting.

—.I —1 --I --I —.11 L

If I could drop out of the
NCAA, I'd do it."
"It's a bad rule," University
of Houston basketball coach Pat
Foster said.
Thompson is perhaps the
most vociferous critic:
"Athletics have been one of the
few hopes that socio-economically disadvantaged kids have had
to introduce themselves to society. If these young people at
this point in time no longer belong in higher education
institutions because of the 700
on the college boards, what are
we saying?"
The college boards, moreover, have been regularly blasted
by educators as culturally biased
against women and minorities,
making it harder for them to get
higher scores than white, suburban male students.
A number of schools-- Harvard, Union, Bates and Middlebury colleges, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology among them-- have stopped
using the test scores to decide
who to admit because the tests
don't always accurately predict
who will do well in college.
Bob Schaeffer of FairTest, a
New York group that campaigns
against the tests, sent a letter to
the NCAA protesting the new
rule as a "blatantly improper use
of test scores" in the wake of
Propositions 42's adoption.
If it goes into effect, about
the only way a poor kid can go
to college long enough to qualify for an athletic scholarship
later is to borrow money.
Yet students from poorer
families generally are the least
willing to borrow money, numerous studies have shown.
"If you're talking about
sums like $3,000 or $4,000,
maybe a family with $9,000
income can contemplate a loan,"
Georgetown President Rev.
Timothy Healy said, but borrowing the "larger sums,
$10,000, $15,000" it takes to
attend private campuses like
Georgetown "is absolutely uncontemplatable."

Gene Williams goes up for a tip-in

Men's Track Places Fifth
in NCAC Relays at OWU
by Ellen Kemp
Staff Writer
The men's track team had
never won a race at the annual
NCAC Relays before last week;
Saturday at Ohio Wesleyan the
Gators surprised their opposition
by nabbing not just one but
three first-places.
An Allegheny school record
and the first victory was earned
by Tim Cardwell, Jeff Stone,
Ken Judson, and Jeff Lowenguth
in the distance medley. Their
10:50.3 time crushed secondplace Wooster--last year's overall
Relay champions--by 17 seconds.
"Tim held his own," commented Head Coach Ralph
White, "then Jeff [Stone]
brought us up to the leader." He
continued, "But Judson's 3/4 leg

■11- dINNIMIS
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really opened it up for us; he ran
a very very strong race. Jeff
[Lowenguth] just coasted in by
himself because there was no
one there to push him."
The combined times o f
Cardwell and Jeff Reed won the
3-mile event for Allegheny,
beating Case Western Reserve,
this year's cross-country
champs. Racing against some
of the best distance runners in
the conference, Cardwell ran a
personal time (15:06) which was
good enough to win the individual 1st place. He said, "I took it
out at a set pace and just held on
as long as I could."
Allegheny's 3rd NCAC Relay victory was no surprise to
Coach White. "We expected to
win the 2-mile relay," he stated.
The efforts of Todd Milenius,
Stone, Judson, and Lowenguth
beat 2nd place Ohio Wesleyan
by 2 seconds in this 4x800
event. The Gators' anchor
(Lowenguth) had to run his leg
of the race back-to-back with the
mile relay, but he was still able
to finish easily, according to the
coach.
White was especially
pleased with senior T o m
Brown's performance in the shot
put. Brown threw a personal
best 41'4", an "excellent start"
for the indoor season White said.
Brown's throw, combined with
that of junior Erik Miller,
helped rack up 4 more points for
the team with a 4th place.
Pairing in the high jump
were Dave Schory and R.C.
Overt, both clearing 5'10" to
rank 5th. "Both did well but
they'll go higher before the end
of the season," White predicted.
Despite low membership on
the team, White was pleased
with the results at the Relays.
He commented, "The purpose of
the meet was to do well in the
events we were in and we did
that." Coach Aldrich noted that
team spirit was "unbelievable"
and the Gators really pulled together.
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61/2 . Hot Combo
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7. Hot Sausage Sub
8. Super Sub
9. Turkey and Cheese
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13. Prosuittii, Salami and Cheese
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CORNED BEEF
CHICKEN FILLET
'BARBEQUE HAM SANDWICH
HAM & CHEESE SANDWICH - Rye Bread Or Roll
w/S.10<, 1,..01
2.25
KIELBASI SANDWICH

PIZZA HOAGIE - Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni & Cheese
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Call us:

Could you use a scholarship for
medical school? Why noiinvestigate the Armed Forces
Health Professions Scholarship
Program, with sponsorship by
the U.S. Air Force. Current
senior premedical students of
medicine or osteopathy may
now compete for Air Force
scholarships. We want to help
you continue your education .
Contact your local Air Force
lealth professions representative for details. Call

CAP'T COOPER
412-687-7313 COLLECT
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Cagers Scorch NCAC

by Jonathan Woodman
Staff Writer

Red-hot. That seems to be
the only way to describe the
play of Coach John Reynders'
basketball squad in their last two
games. The Gators shot for an
amazing 56% from the field,
hitting on 58 of 104 attempts,
in wins over Oberlin and Denison.
In last week's home game
the Gators showed off their
skills with an impressive 91-72
win over the Oberlin Yeoman.
Tough defensive pressure and
hot shooting by the Yeoman led
to a close game in the opening
minutes. But after overcoming
an early weakness in rebounding, the Gators used excellent
ball movement and defensive
pressure to break the game open
with a 13-3 streak. The Gators
turned numerous Oberlin mistakes and turnovers into quick
points. Sophomore guard Perry
Junius led the way win the first
half with 13 points. Allegheny
led at halftime, 43-34.
Quickly trying to change
the momentum, the Yeoman
started off the second half with a
three pointer. However, the
Gators came right back, and ran
the lead up to as much as 22
points, leading by a score of 6745. This run was marked by
impressive shooting from three
point range by Junius and an alley-oop slam by senior Garrett
Dagget from point guard Marcus
Amos, which brought all the
Allegheny fans to their feet.
With markedly better rebounding
in the second half, the Gators

were also able to control the inside game.
Five Allegheny players
scored in double figures. Forward Gene Williams led all
scorers with. 24 points. He also
led the Gators in rebounding
with 10. Junius scored 22
points on the night, shooting an
incredible 75% from the field,
including 6 of 8 three pointers.
Dagget scored 14 points on the
night, as did Amos, who also
finished with 15 assists.
Sophomore Tom Benge also
played a good game scoring 10
points and hauling down 6 rebounds.
Oberlin was led in scoring
by Chip Winiarski with 20
points. Dagget held him to
only 10 points in the first 32
minutes of the game, however,
and managed to keep the prolific
scorer below his career average.
The game left Oberlin with a 24 record in the NCAC and an
overall record of 7-11.
Saturday the Gators traveled
to Denison University, where
Coach Reynders expected to play
a close game with a tough team.
However, after a shaky start,
Allegheny took control, eventually winning by a score of 6549.
Tough man-to-man defenses
by both sides early in the game
led to only 16 points being
scored in the first eight minutes.
But, with 12 minutes left in the
half the Gators' offense exploded
for 11 quick pints to give them
a 19-8 lead. Despite losing the
rebounding battle and committing several fouls in the first
half, hot shooting gave the
Gators the lead at halftime.
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Carson Slade puts up a shot from the paint

The Gators continued their
intense play in the second half,
building up a 25 point lead, 5429, with just over 11 minutes
left to play. The Gators continued to be weak on the boards in
the second half, and committed
still more fouls, but excellent
defensive pressure and poor foul
shooting by Denison, hitting on
11 of 24 attempts, allowed the
Gators to stretch their lead.
Junius led Allegheny in
scoring with 17 points, including four three-point field goals.
Dagget, who scored 11 in the
first half, and Amos both scored
13 points. Amos, ranked in the
top ten in the nation for assists,
dished out 7 scoring passes.
Denison was led in scoring
by George Mixon with 14
points and Mike Foster with 11.
Denison's NCAC record dropped
to 2-5, while their overall record
is now 5-14.
Coach Reynders told reporters that the win over Denison was a big one, since it
marked the first time that Allegheny has beaten Denison,
Ohio Wesleyan, and Kenyon-the teams Reynders considers
their toughest NCAC competition-- on their home courts in
the same season. "It was our
defense that carries the load."
The Gators, after losing to
Edinboro in the Gator Classic
Marcus Amos arcs a jumper for three
Championship, have won seven
straight games. They lead the The team goes into action this
NCAC with a 7-0 record. Their Saturday when Allegheny hosts
overall record stands at 16-4. Kenyon at 7:30 p.m.

Streak Extended to 9
by Jeff Brown
Guest Writer

bounded Denison by 12.
On Monday the Gators
played host to Penn State
With three wins this past Behrend and gave the "Lions"
week, the Allegheny Women's more than they bargained for.
Basketball team has moved their An intense and unrelenting press
winning streak to nine consecu- stopped Behrend from scoring in
tive games.
the first few minutes of play.
The Gators handed Oberlin a The Gators' defensive tempo
54-40 defeat last Wednesday in played havoc with the "Lions"
NCAC action. Led by posts
Cindy Kyler and Carson Slade, for the entire game as they conand guard Shelley Brown, the nected on only 22 of 64 field
Gators were able to overcome an goal attempts.
For the third time in three
extremely slow-paced game.
Kyler and Slade each registered games, Kyler led the Gators in
14 points while Brown added 12. scoring, pouring in 21 points.
Kyler led all rebounders with She picked up 16 of her points
nine caroms and Slade added on field goals, the other five
eight. As a team the Gators coming at the charity stripe.
outrebounded Oberlin 38-22. Three other Gators scored in
Ronnie Bohm contributed four double figures. Brown tossed in
assists and Brown three to aid 16 points, Slade hit for 13, and
freshman Jeannie Alcorn added
the cause.
On Saturday the Gators 10.
Once again the Gators outhosted Denison in another
NCAC match up. The result rebounded their opponents. This
was much the same for the time the margin was 18 (50-32).
Gators as they trounced the "Big Kyler and Slade each ripped
down 8 boards to lead the
Red" 85-48.
Once again the Gators were Gators. Brown and Bohm led
led by Kyler with 16 points. the way in assists with six and
Slade and post Liz Bona each four respectively. Frederick
added 11 points to help the added five steals to help the deGator offense. Wing Carol fensive effort. Offensively the
Frederick added to the offensive Gators shot an impressive 54
effort chipping in 10 points. percent from the floor.
The Gators travel to KenyBrown also helped the offense
on
this
Saturday and host
dishing out nine assists. As a
team the Gators shot a satisfy- Wooster on Wednesday. Head
ing 48 percent from the floor, Coach Ronda Seagraves is conwhile their stingy defense al- cerned about the Gators' road
lowed the "Big Red" to shoot a games. "We haven't put
together a good game on the
meager 31 percent.
Slade grabbed nine rebounds road. We've had some good
to lead the Gators as they outre- halves, but no real good games.'

Paul Glock PhOto

Reynders
Leaves Post

by Shelley Brown
Sports Co-Editor
Head Men's Basketball
Coach John Reynders has decided to step down from his coaching position following this
year's season. Reynders stepped
down in order to take over as the
Director of the Educational Enhancement Program (EEP).
Reynders, who has been
coaching the Gator hoop squad
for the past ten years and who
has compiled a 175-74 record to
date (for a 70.2 winning
percentage), said that his decision to get out of coaching "is
NOT to deemphasize athletics."
He went on to add, "After ten
years here (in coaching), I don't
have a single regret. I had a
great, great basketball job.
Working for Norm Sundstrom
(the Athletic Director) has been
fantastic. And I've had a lot of
fun with the kids I've coached.
The young men I've worked
with made the teams very special."
When asked whether or not
he felt his decision to leave had
affected this year's team, Reynders said, "No. There are a lot
of seniors on this year's team
and it will be just like I'm graduating with them."
As for next year's team,
Assistant Coach Michael Grant
has taken over the recruiting of
the incoming players. This,
Reynders feels, along with the
hiring of a new head coach in
the near future, will enable a
smooth transition for next year's
squad.

